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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL IHPRESSLONS 

This paper summarizes a review of the literature on crime and delinquency 

in order to evaluate the current status of theories of causation. The bibliography 

appended to the report suggests the materials which have been reviewed, but 

the r~ader familiar with the field will find that some items known to him are 

missing from the list. There is a good reason for this. What I have attempted 

to do was Ilpass through" the literature until reaching a (subjectively determined) 

point of diminishing returns. Thus the review was comprehensive, but not exhaustive. 

In addition, the bibliography contains only those items which I found useful to 

my purposes. Other items which merely repeated points covered by an earlier one 

have not been listed. 

Three specific categories of material guided the review: (a) those describing 

major theories of crime and delinquency causation, (b) those explicitly stating 

criter.ia for evaluating these theories, and (c) those providing such evaluation. 

As much as is pOSSible, I have attempted to play the role of computer software -

compiling, listing, categorizing, but not introducing my own unconsidered biases. 

But having a stake in the outcome, I realize I have not succeeded totally in elimi-

nating my own prejudices. 

Before proceeding to the body of the report, I should like to make a few 

general statements which result from this library search. These are by way of 

personal impressions as I have attempted to summarize, for myself, the results 

of this exercise. 

The first of these is that the goals of this report constitute a test which 

perh~ps no theory can be expected to meet. The breadth and complexity of the 

criteria which exist in the literature as tests pf causation theories are far 

ahead of the theories themselves. Part I of this report specifitls twelve broad 

burrage. 

.., 
<. 

.. 

There are several obvious reasons fair tlll."P,. I 1 _ t 1.S ~1 ways (!as1.er to cri ticize 

than to formulate; criminulogy is no exception to this rule. But in addition, 

several of the maJ" or approaches to tlleor-y 11ave 1 b _ on y cen formulated within the 

past fifteen years. This has not left suf£4c 4ent tl."me for careful e 1 t" ~ ~ . . xp ora Lon 

and modification of the theories. The process of theory construction testing , , 

and validation in social science is a slow one. 'rh I 1 rouglout tlis report, the reader 

should remember this fundamental limitat~on on hl."s .... expectations. 

A second strong impression has to do with the relative attention paid to 

delinquenc v and crime. Tile p h f C I -' a proac es 0" ,olen, Cloward and Ohlin, Miller, the 

Gluecks, and the "Adolescent Striving" theorists (Part II of this report) have 

all been concerned primarily with delinquency, not with adult crime. Theories 

non-eX1.stent or merely extrapolations from delinquency of cri~ causation are almost " 

theories. The same is true of f 1 " " ema e cr1.me, l.ncluding female delinquency to a 

lesser extent. Thus, for females of all ages and adults of b h ot sexes, we are 

in a theoretical vacuum. Korn and McGorkle 11ave noted that II " ••• cr1.minology is 

without parallel in the behavioral sc~ences f th I ~ or e Sleer prevalence of invalidated 

ideas over positivE knowledgell (78, 30/ ) d Eld f p. !.j- an e"onso \vrites that "Because 

of this inadequacy of knowledge, each special;st t d t f ~ en S 0 ormulate his theory 

in terms of his own experiences ll
• (39 8 ) , p. 0 

~. a r~ utes this state of affairs The Presidentls Crime Commission im. pl~c~tly tt"b 

to the complexity of the crime problem itself, repeating its stand thus: 

"No single formula, no single theory, no single generalization 
can explain the vast range of behavior called crime. II (158, p. v) • 

"Thinking of crime as a whole is futile." 0.58, p. 3) 

, 
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"The causes of crime, tiH,;1.1, aroS ml!TIf:.l·,:lIl" an.d myst2rious 
and intertwined ••• No ~nE way of describ~ng crDne describes 
it well enough." (158 ~ P. ] 8) 

And while there is certainly much truth 1n these statements, it is dis-

couraging to see their overall message promulgated in the most comprehensive 

review ever prepared for the public. There is a defeatism in this approach which 

can only solidify the obvious tendency among crinlinologists to throw up their hands 

in despair over the possibility of developing useful theories of crime. The result 

fits perfectly the broader-targeted complaint of George Homans: 

"Social . geographers speak of a:lhollow frontier I - where 
waves of adventurer$ have swept through the backlands looking 
for quick wealth but leaving behind them no settled territory, 
consolidated for civilization. We sociologists are adventurers 
of the same stripe. We get more and more grants for 'exciting' 
research at the 'growing edge' of the field, but behind the growing 
edge lies no body of organized knowledgeo" (69, p.2) 

The theory which does exist, with respect to both delinquency and crime, 

has not been developed very far. I have noted some reasons fo~ this above. But 

another impression one gets from the literature is that the theor~sts themselves 

have been reluctant to expand very far beyond their original formulation. It's 

as if each said to himself, "I'll take my shot, and then stand back to see what 

happens." Where 'expansion does occur, typically it is undertaken by someone 

other than the originator. When this happens, it is seldom clear whether the 

originator would go along with the suggested modifications. The result is a 

watering down of the original directions and a loss of opportunity to push the, 

logical extensions to the point of severe and crucial tests. It may be that in 

this area the field has not provided sufficient reward to entice the theorist into 

pursuing his theoretical interest. This is an interesting question for the 

SOCiology of knowledge. 

.. 

been the sean~h £01:' r:.hp.-.::t·y 1n both enf .:rn.:ernF.!nt and '.::'.J: Hocr.lon.:', PhiloEophy, 

value, even strategy abound, but thEory 1S almo~[ non-e~lstent. Texts on en-

forcement and correctionR are as li~ely as n~t tu ~mit the very word, theory, 

from their indexes. For instance, CnnrA,cil.c:: Cr1..,;me and It.s Correction (27) employs 

the word theory only to note its lack in corrections. Empey net.as that "They 

(correctional policies and activil:i.es) at'e. guided by a ~.lnd of lnluitive, 

goal-oriented guessing.".,': (41, p. 79). 

Giallombardo suggests that "Tbe dlfficulty stems from the fact that there 

is no consensus'about what to prevent and treat, or how to accomplish these 

objectives" (53, p. 451), and Hakeem suggest.'! char"" ... sor::i.:>iogists have just 

not been able to convert their theories and research findings into propositions 

useable in the prevention of d~,linquency II (62: p. 454), Hhi1~ both statements 

may be partially correct, I have sensed the existence. of E:\ie.n more fundamental 

problems. The theorist often doesnoc wish to concentratE on the prac:tical problems 

of criminology,' for a variety of reasons. The practl tione.r u8'.Ially doesn I t care 

much for anythin& labell€.d "r.he(.)ry," These artir:udes havl';' been .Ear more detri

mental to knowledge advan;;ement t.han haa the ~!".hE':.:e.nt ,::(JlTlpl~loty ::If the theoretical 

and practical problems of cr:imir\o'J.lllgy. Unti.l waV8 are (()i.md to bring about 

confrontations and partlal resolD~ions at these att1~ud~nal and ~alue stances, 

progress will be seriously impaired. 

Finally, it must sadly bE stated that empi.rir;',a I. r~,:;l;'al'ch i.n action programs 

is most sorely inadequate or lTIiss1ng. In particular, evaluation of the effectiveness 

of various programs is badly needed in all component parts of the criminal justice 

system. Not only is this unfort.unate for the pract:.t.tioner seeking b~tter use of 

his skills, or for. the offender and his IIsoci.etyC£ .... ·ic~~irns ~I! but also the theorist 
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suffers, for the most fruitful tests of his propositions lie in the action 

arena. One solution to this pr·:>blem is .suggr-::stf.:d hoY Shulman, and it is one with 

whi.ch my own literature review leads me to agree heartily: 

liThe facts would suggest that delinquency control policies in 
the United States ought not continue on a piecemeal empirical basis 
but be shifted to action research auspices, under local and regional 
administrative age,icies having a network of communication and a 
systematic pattern of research assignmentF" (144, p.137). 

I 
, I 

I 

--- -- - ------- .. -

6 

In this section are c:.apsu,le sUJn.maries of ~:w\":".t"p. ~:at.f' . .go,ri.E'i'= of criteria 

which have been used by c.:dml.nologi.sts to evaluate thei.r own theories. The 

categories are not mutually e,xc1usive, and some are far. mor'e (;omprehensi ve than 

others. The reader may think of others not covered herein. The only justi

fication: for the criteria to follow is that they appear in the criminological 

literature. Which are more important and whieb less is an unanswered question, 

or rather, each criterion will have its own adherents. This fact by itself is 

characteristic of criminology, a field still searching Eor consensus. No 

attempt has been made to assign priorities to the twelve criteria; the reader 

may wish to assign his own. 

I:] 

, 
I , 
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be agreed upon aA logical tea~~ of th~ theories. 0£~al1> th~se tests are examinations 

The logical structure of a theory is ordinarily ~xpected to involve at 
of hypothF,\ses thought. :'0 be .::!',:.sely t'elate.:d to t.he orlgi,nal propositions. Some 

least the following points; 
theories, consequently, rem~in relatively untested. 

a. Explanation of events by reference to variables otherwise independent 

of those events; 
2,. DEFINITIONS 

b. A set of internally consistent. propositions, eac.h of which narrows Several major points have emerged from cr'. i.nological \vritings as pivotal 

the range of prediction error; to achieving theoretical progress. The first concer~s the sco~ of theory, or 

c. Deductions der~ved logically from the propositions, and more parsimoni- breadth of the problem to which theory ought to x'efer and the various theories 

ous~y than from other theories; do refer. At one pole are the generalists who would define as appropriate to, 

d. Concepts which can be agreed upon, operationalized, and their dimensions one theory both delinquency and adult crime; habitual and occasional crime 

quantified patterns; impulsive and planned crime; individual, group, and mob incidents; 

Among critics of criminological theory, the greatest amount of attention petty and felonious crimes; male and female crime, etc. At the other pole is 

has been given to operationalization, with psychoanalytic theory and Sutherland's the conviction that specific categories of crime require specific theories. 

Theory of Differential Association faring least well by this criterion. Cressey (32) has provided an excellent illustration, with respect to the cate-

The logical relationships in the formal theoretical structure have emerged gory of "organized crime, II of the sorts of definit~onal problems that lead 

in the defenses of theory in the form of controversy over !eductionism, the tendency criminologists to despair of ever achieving mut.ual agreement on this point. 
,; 

to explain a phen'omenon conceptualized at one level (e.g. sociological) by reference A second problem is that of defining the criminal act. It is a crucial 

to variables at a "lower" level (e.g. psychological). Our review suggests, especially problem, for as Hirschi and Selvin have noted, IIHow one defines delinquency 

among sociologists, that the stricture against reductionism has passed the point of determines in large part how one will explain delinquencyll (68, p. 185). Are 

maintaining level-consistent explanations to an almost morbid fear of psychologizing acts criminal only if there are specific laws prohibiting them? Curfew laws 

(10, 11). Criminology has become so anti-reductioni.st that in too many instances in some cities make the act of a minor who is on the streets after ten o'clock 

it has cut off its nose to spite its face. This provincialism has caused many to a delinquent offense. In other cities, without curfew laws, this is not a 

overlook useful contributions from members of allied disciplines (e.g. 49). delinquent act. Is an arrest without a conviction the proper subject for 

Finally, our review suggests that there has been a paucity of propositions crim:i,nological theory? What of lIundetected" crime? All of us have committed 

in existent theories. This paucity has left little room for deductions or acts punishable by law for which we were not apprehended. Shall theory attempt 
, 

hypothesis derivation, with the result that many IItests ll of the theories can not to incorporate toese? Or should theory expand to include all violations of 

) 
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"conduct norms," re.gard.lf':';s o:c legal statlltF...':', (13l.l7 Wil1 nt''''" anti··riot 18gis-

lation force expansion of theory. or lLga~1.·' aT 1.' .~ " f." " • , "" J.. (.. " (J." u.. rnal:~ . .J :.lan.a pt=.r.mit the ex-

clusion of marijuana use from thbory? Every criminological cheory must take 

a stance on such questions. 

Finally, there is th~ question of th~ proper unit of anaLysis in criminology. 

Should we study the act, the actor, or the societal reaccion to these? If we 

choose the act, with Miller (101), chen the scope ui Lh~0ry expands drastically. 

If the actor is chosen as the proper unit, then longitudinal studies and theories 

of criminal careers come to the fore, to the exclusion of many non-career incidents. 

If, finally, we choose the societal reaction - the legislative, judicial, enforce

ment, and correctional beha~~ors - then interactional theories, the most complex 

of all, are necessitated with the inevitable result that specifiC predictions of 

specific occurrences must give way to ex post: facto explanations of general trends. 

The choice is not easy, and criminology has provided no agreed-upon strategies in 

this area. 

3. GENERAL VS. SPECIFIC FOClIS 

This criterion has already been mentioned unde'r the heading of Definitions, 

but its prominence in the lit.E.rature merits separate t.reatmen r
• I ... n many ways, 

the question is one of strat.E.gy; wiU the greatest payoff come from striving for 

a general, over arching the.ory of cri.me and delinquenc.y or from the development 

of numerous specific thE:orie.s for vari.ous categories of crime and/or criminals'? 

No one argues that curfew violations, homosexual soliciting in the streets, 

armed robbery, and car theft are highly alike in motivation, professionalization, 

or habituation. The problem is whether they are so .unalike that to seek theoretical 

commonalities would be fruitless or, even worse, ~oncep~ually daID~ging to the 

t 

.\0 

meaning of t.he bella-"ion ,.n\~Ol'le.d. As we sbf.tll :=;bP. i,1 Par·t 11 :1:t. thi.:; report, 

most major theorie.1? l1a";-e b,=,en of t.h.8 F.p€:.c.l.a.Lc;y \ axi et.y. 

4. .~lABILITY AND VERIF1CATION 

The degree to which a r.heory is "'er i.Hable de.pends on the tightness of 

its logical structure, the c.lari.ty of its conc:epts, and rohe abi..lit:y of its variables 

to be operationalized. The more ics propOSitions reqULre reformulation for purposes 

of testing, the less appropriare the tests be~ome (137). 

If the verifiability criterion can be met adequately, then the matter of 

verification arises. The present state of verificaLion of the theories considered 

in this report is not cerribl.Y high, for several x·easom;. FO'r some, the verifiability 

criterion has posed serious problems. Several of the theor.ies are too new to have 

permitted adequate t;esting. Too few people have been conc~rned with verification 

and too few administrators have fostered theory cesting. The comment of Rodman 

and Grams on treatment programs applies equally well to theory verification in 

criminology: 

liThe most severe gap that e.xists in r;he whole f~eld of preventive efforts 

is that so few re?earch evaluauons have been ..::arr:ied out. And if we go by the 

reports we have of prevention programs, we are in the cut'ious position of having 

to conclude. that the most succe!:isful programs are th06E- t.hat have not been carefully 

evaluated." (122). 

5. CRIME AND DELINQUENCY "S. DEVIANCE 

Crime and delinquency are forms of deviant. behavior in the moral and often 

in the statistical sense as well. Most criminologist:: have. agreed that this mantle 

of deviance requires criminological "':heories to orient. themselves within the larger 
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context of deviance theory (3, 4, 24, 83). 

There are sevEral reason!' f.or this. Fir.st., lot i £ '1E:ce,:;r::.ary to distinguiRh 

between crime and delinquenc~y on the one hand, and on the other such forms of deviance 

as mental illness, alcoholism, marital instabi 11. ty, underachievement, and IIbohemi-

anism. " The failure to make the distiryction leaves the criml.nologist open to the 

criticism that his is a theory of general devi.anc:E:, not of criminology per ~ (47). 

Second, failure to orLent ~nels criminology to other forms of dev?ance 

unnecessarily precludes the application of relevan~ data and theory to the crime 

problem. This would be wa:stcful, at the least, just. a3 would the failure of 

the cancer researcher to incorporate knowledge of virology. 

Finally, there is the normality issue: criminological theory must take a 

stance on whether or not criminal behavior is lIabnormal" behavior. In the theories 

covered in this report, t~is issue has been a critical one in at least three cases. 

6. MAJOR FACTS 

Probably the most COll'lUOn criterion employed to evaluate criminological 

theories has beeh their ability t.o explain the major known facts about crime and 

delinquency. While there are literally hundreds of such facts: most can be sub-

sumed under thirteen headings. 

a. Ecological Distributions - Crime rates are not equally distributed 

geographica,lly. For example., they tend to be higher in urban, inne.r-city areas 

(18, 80, 133, 134, 158). Rural offenses are less serious, less likely to reach 

the courtroom, and conunitted by less "sophisticated" offenders (112.). Numerous 

other regional differences have been cited by Lunden (86). 
) 

b. Demographic Distribution@. - As witb (a) above, crime rates differ 
, 

according to racial and ethnic groups (158); higher among Negroes, ~uerto Ricans, 

.. 
, ~.""'~--- "'''. 
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and Mexican-Ame.rican.c:; a·nd lOwE-X ano.clflg .JE:'.\.\'~ a'1d Or .. i.entals. A good example of 

attempts at explanat.ion can bE. found in Pet.tig.r:ew (110). 

c. Individual Consist:.en:;y - The majority of delinquents do not "progress" 

into systematic criminal careers, but many career crimil1al.s have records as 

delinquents. Both habitual crime pat.terns and patterns of lccasional crime 

exist as facts. 

d. Rising Crime Rates - While there is much controversy on this point, it 

is the conclusion of 'the majori ty of experts that: there has been a significant 

ri~e in crime rates over the past two decades (109» especially with respect to 

property crime (158). Other differentials in rates of the rise are noted by 

Lunden (86). 

e. Sex Differences - Arrest ratios for males and females differ drastically 

among both juveniles and adults (86), with the latest ratl.O estimate being set 

at. seven to one 0.58). Diffe·t'ences in offense types have also been reported by 

many writers. 

f. The Delinquencv Peak - In the United States~ the age-related rise in 

delinquency reac~es its apex at about the age of l6~ with some variation according 

to type of offense. In En.gland, the peak occurs (:lo.ser to the age of 14 (91). 

In each case, the fact that there is a peak rather than a continuous rise requires 

theoretical explanation. 

g. The Crime Peak - As with (f.) above: adult cr'ime rates are not equally 

distributed across age ranges. With variations in offen~e typeR, almost half of 

all offenses are conunitted by persons below the age of 2.5 (58). 

h. Cycles and Critical Periods - Crime rates va·ry with time, sometimes 

predictably and sometimes not. For example, there are. variations related to the 

time of day, season of the year, and weather (86)" Depression years show surprisingly 

low rates. There are changes associated with major war and post-war periods (86, 92). 

: i 
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Juvenile gang activicy peaks duri.ng the. sununer :in eascer.'n cir;ies, but shows a 

summer decline in SO'lt:h.e:r.n California. 

i. Attrition - Most offenses do not come to the atcent.ion of official 

agencies. Only 3% of crime.s elicited in a recent survey of victims eventuated 

in court convictions (43). The holes. in the system which give :rise to such facts 

are in themselves facts to be explained (l09, .L1l.). 

j. Reportability - Different: categories of offenses are HOt. reported 

equally to official agencLes. For example, the most serious offenses are more 

often discovered by persons other than the police (132). Differential reporting 

rates are a funct:ion of such factors as victim injury, victim consent, police 

campaigns, community at~itudes, age, sex, and o~her characteristics of the victim, 

etc. (128, 132). Different. reporting sources yield differ.ent data (168). The 

problem is so serious that some reporting instruments have been altered almost to 

the point of invalidation (75). 

k. Changing Patterns - Just as crime rates change over time, so do types 

of crime. For instance, f~ghting gangs are reported declining in prominence (50, 51); 

mass merchandizi:ng is changing shoplifting patterns; traffic in marijuana in New 

York has been said to be changing in style with former Hafia control now being 

taken over by Spanish-speaking racketeers. 

1. Companionship - It is an accepted fact among most researchers that 

delinquency is primarily a group phenomenon (78, 133, 134), however group may be 

defined. It is also acce.pted that adult crime ifi less oftbn a group matter. Since 

many offenses do not by their ~ntrinsic natt;.re require more than one actor, the 

fact of group involvement requires explanation. 

m. The Vict;m - With the exception of such acts as prostitution, homo

sexuality, and addiction (128), most crimes have-unwilling victims. However, the 

, 

role of the victim has bee.n shown to be a ,sj,gn.i.ficant £a':'~()r I,n t.he crime picture. 

Wolfgang (cited in 64, p. 14Lt) has reported almost. b,aH of the homiCide victims 

in his study to have had prior police recordfi. Others (130, 154) have demonstrated 

the significance of the victim as perceived by the offender. In other words, the 

crime victim is often more than a neutral target; he is often a contributor to 

his own victimization, 

7. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 

Under this heading, seven problems have received particular attention from 

criminc;>logists! 

a, To what extent does delinquency constitute a training ground for adult 

crime? 

b. To what extent and under what circumstances do adult criminals act as 

the teachers and supporters of delinquency (147, 152, 159)? 

c. What are the additional factors which confirm delinquent tendencies 

as precursors of adult criminal careers? 

d. To what, extent, and wich what kinds of juveniles, does the criminal 

justice system either deter or contribute to developing criminal careers? 

e. Are there specifiable IItrigger events" (87) which contribute to career 

onset or confirmation? 

f. Many adults convicted of both minor and major crimes never had police 

or court records as juveniles. Theory must concern itself with the etiology of 

these IInon-learnedll patterns (30). 

g. Juveniles tend to become involved in a wide variety of offenses, while 

the adult crimina.l more often "sticks to his last." The question is, how does 

the first pattern become transformed into the second? 

I 
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8. EMERGENCE VS. HAINTENANr.:E 
... .. -_..... -'-'-'-

\.Jhat might' be c.aHnd thE:: fallacy of. Origi.nal Ca'.J.st' .. " is t.he belief that 

factors contributing to behav~or. are more important, or primary, the earlier , 
they occur in the actor! s Hf e.. Thus weak ego deve.lopment, family instabi li ty, 

or reading problems in the rri.mary grades are. more im.portant "causes" of 

criminality than adolescent peer group associat:Lons or financial failure in 

business. 

Critics have not generally denied the relevance of these factors, but suggested 

that their influence (a) is mediated through the influence of contemporaneous 

variables (e.g. self-image, ~mpilisiveness) and Cb) is transformed into functionally 

autonomous variables. Translo.tf;~d, t.his means that the source of criminality is 

important, but sources of the mai.ntenance or r.einfo·rcement of crimi na 1 propensities 

is crucial. The seed of. t:.he orange may be the beginning, but soil content and 

sunlight determine the flavor. 

Further, it is too late. to change the seed, but soil content can be altered 

and sunlight filtered. Some variables affecting crime are not: easily changed; 

these tend to be .the "Or igl.na.l. Causes." Others, tho!::ie reinforcing criminality 

or increasing its likelihood ~ are more ,easily mam.pulaled. The police officer 

can affect deterrence~ but not. moral climate.s. The pa:role office'!' may place his 

parolees in job training sl:JtE: bllt h7 ean not fl i.minar-"!- the memm'ies of a brutal 

father. Theory must acknOWledge the relevance of both sets of factors. 

9. PROCESS 

Almost every conceivable t.yp'e of variable has been linked to the occurrence 

of crime and delinquency. However, in many theoret:ical statements there has been 

a failure to specify the prc.\(:es~e8 by which the causal relationships are linked, 

'f 

• 

.l6 

aspirin brings about headar. hecel.Lef.. SU(I'E:: .:;.t. the rEa Sons f,.).( che lack of process 

analysis, supplying the conne~Lion links between structural variables and the 

commission of the unlawful act. t68, Chapc,er- 6), are the newness. of the theories, 

the complexities of the proces8e~, the fear of reductionism, and parochialism 

among the various criminological disCiplines (165). 

.l0. THE SELECTION PROBLEtvl 

For many, the final predictive test of criminological. theories is their 
, 

ability to specify who wil.1 'become a delinquent or' criminal, who will recidivate, 

and so on. Four selection questions have predominated: 

:a. Within a high crime area, can the.ory ~et.ermine which resi.dents will 

run afoul of the law? 

b. Within a given family, can theory determine which sibli.ng(s) will be 

arrested and which will not? 

c. Can theory determine which situations will result in criminal offenses 

* and which will not? 

d. Can theory determine ~ among off enders, which wi,ll rec.~di va teo and which 

\'1111 not? 

n. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Although the Cri.minal Ju.,sLice System, from enf.orce.ment to courts to 

corrections, comprises an enormous social phenomenon, its effects on the volume 

* During the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, emergency collection boxes placed in 
unguarded public places were filled to the brim w{th monetary donations, yet 
according to all reports not a one of these was pilfered (82) • 
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and processes of cr.ime remain largely unknown f.l08 ,l6S), Major quest.ions 

asked have included concerns with stigmati.zat.ion (83, 106), factors affe.cting 

arrest procedures (Ill), recidivism rates (127), discrepant goals and values 

within the system (7. 34, 150), and alternative approaches (41), Miller (98) 

has taken the seemingly extreme position that study of the institutions is 

currently more critical than study of the criminal population. To date, theory 

has largely omitted the r.ontribution of the Criminal Justice System to the level 

of crime it is designed to handle. 

12, PRACTICAL GUIDELINES 

While philosophers of science might not agree that theory must lead to 

practical application, many criminologists have been concerned that their 

theories meet this criteridn, especially since various components of the Criminal 

.Justice System have been gUided more by value orientations and intuition than by 

sound theory and data (42, 54, 78). Among the concerns stressed in the literature 

are the following: 

a. Is the theory constructed and stated in such a way that practical guide-

lines can be derived? 

b. Can these guidelines be shown to be theoretically derived rather than 

"common senseI! principles? 

c. Can the guidelines be related to the theory in direct process connections, 

such that changes in behavior can be demonstrated as caused by the manipulation 

of the theoretically relevant variables? This is the test that the medical "quackll 

can never meet - the ingredients of his new cancer cure cannot be related to 

symptom remission. 

~J _ . 
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d. Can the t.heory provide s.Eecific, gUidelines for .~t;'.ci£i,£ cate.gories 

of persons, acts, or situations? Often, this translat.es into the development 

of typologies (54, 162) ~ a crude bu.t heuristic device for handling specificity 

within complexity • 

In addition to such questions as these, criti~s ha.ve painted to a number 

of practical problems which inhibit the activati.on of theoretically-derived 

gUidelines (e.g. 54, Chapter 5). 

a. Limitations in personnel complements in all agencies dealing with the 

crime problem; 

b. The casework Ilmystique" and its current continued prevalence among 

judicial and correctional agents; 

c. Failure, with a few notable exceptions (162), to match disposition and 

treatment procedures to categories of offenders and offenses; 

d. Dependence upon treatment in institutions, whose programs are invariably 

unrealistic in terms of the situations to be encountered by offenders upon their 

release (41); 

e. lnabili~y to control or manipulate the release envir.'onment of offenders, 

especially the influence of criminally oriented peers; 

f. Political pressures which demand "action now,1I thus defeating attempts 

at carefully constructed and considered evaluations of program effectiveness; 

g. Interagency conflicts in which vested int.erests and maintenance of the 

status quo take precedence over t.he goal of ameliorating the crime problem. Some 

of the problem also derives from the inherent nature of the prevention mandate. 

Since prevention involves action prior to the offense; and prior to each succeeding 

offense, prevention is a mandate to have no restrictions~ a mandate to include all 

other mandates such as deterrenc.e or punishment OF correction, an assumption that 
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any sphere of action may be relevant. Th .. lS, i.nhere.nt i::nnf:lict. is bui 1t into 

the Criminal Justice System between tho,c:e E:spousing t:he. broader prevention con-

ception and those, such as the police (12), who accept narrower definitions of In this section we will apply t:he twelve criteria from Pa~t 1 to five theories 
.' 

their mandates. Felt encroachments are inevi.table and will continue until such of causation and three additional approaches which, although not as yet constitu-

time as criminal justice does indeed become one, comprehensive system. tin~ theory, Seem in the literature to h~ve taken on considerable status and 

attention. No comprehensive and detailed treatment of t:hese approaches is provided. 

Such reviews are readily available in the literature for the serious seeker. 

However, we have provided for each approach a capsule summary of its major 

points. These summaries serve in each instance as the background material to aid 
\ 

the reader in following the evaluations, criterion by criterion. They are meant 
I); 

.( 

only to set the proper stage,and it bears repeating that for full treatment of 

the approaches the serious student should return to the library. The bibliography 

at the end of this report provides a number of pertinent references. 
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1. DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATiON-EDWIN H. SUTHERLAND 

Most would agree that Suthbrland's theory of DlfferentLal Association 

was the first syst~natic attempt by an, American criminologist to account for 

crime. Based principally on the insights of the "Chicago School" of the 1920 ' s, 

it translates the research findings of Ui\aw, McKay, Thrasher and others into 

what has been labelled a cultural transmission theory, with implicit communication 

as the transmitting medium. 

Two emphases featured the theory. First, criminal behavior, just as all other 

behavior, is learned. Because of this, criminal behavior was placed by Sutherland 

in a larger context than pure deviance and was exposed to the tools of general 

social science, In fact, not only did this emphasis provide the antidote of 

normalcy of process, it also spelled out clear-cut learning principles to explain 

the existence of criminal behavior. The central thesis was that the techniques, 

motives, and attitudes associated with criminality are learned as one is exposed 

to an excess of social definitions favorable to law violation over definitions 

unfavorable to law violation. Intimate personal groups provide the context within 

which most of thi·s learning takes place, and the differential associations which 

provide the ratio of favorable to unfavorable definitions vary in frequency, 

duration, priority, and intensity (152), 

The second prong of the theory, given greater precedence by Cressey than by 

Sutherland (31), rested upon the nature of the neighborhood with respect to 

social disorganization - "Differential Association" culminates in crime because 

the comm~nity is not organized solidly against that behavior. The la\ll is pressing 

in one direction and other forces are pressing in the opposite direction (153), 

Thus the level of social organization sets the context within which differential 

associations lead to the learn~ngs which result in criminal behavior. 
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Logical structu"'_e,' 'rh b ' 1 e as~c f? ement.s Cof the U:H,~0:r.y are set forth in a 

series of nine propositions (152), s~me of which are merely refinements of 

others. The end result is a few basic assumptions with hypotheses tacked on 
rather than logically derived. These constitute attempts to explain the 

existence of crime, but not crime patterns. The maJ'or variables of ' t' assoc~a ~on, 

learning mechanisms, and community organization are related through the medium 

of communication - primarily interpersonal _ but the nature 
of the connections 

is not operationalized nor clearly specified.* 

Defini tions: Sutherland was concerned with the scope of behavior to which 

a theory of crime should refer. H' 1 
~s genera tendency was to be as comprehensive 

as possible, although he ended up appearing rather changeable in taken legal 

and behavioral stances, switching back and forth between act and actor, 
His 

most central position, however, in order to achieve comprehensiveness , was to 

revert to a legalistic conception, the II ••• lega1 description of an act as 

socially injurious and legal provision of penalty for the 
act" (quoted in 156). 

On other matters , Sutherland was less specific. The dimenSions of the 

learning process. (priority, intenSity, etc.) were not well defined, and the 

crucial notion of "definitions favorable or unfavorabl,o_ to 
crime" were so stated 

as to be almost impossible to operationalize (138). 

General vs. Specific Focus: 0' , • - r~g~na~ly, Sutherland desired to explain 

systematic crime without differentiation for var{ous • crime categories. No 

distinction was drawn between crime and delinquencv. 
Later, however, he hoped 

that Dif;Eerential Association was applicable to all cr.L'me and 
the term, systematic, 

was omitted. Cressey's investigations (31) indicated that the scheme was not 

* The degree to which vari f , ous ~spects 0 the the6ry were not clearly stated 
indicated by Cres~eyls ~nterest~ng apologia for the theory (31). is 
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universally applicah.l e, and I,ll hLS most recent LrE':aril"e U2), p,p', provides dramatic 

proof that part of the I'f:ason Hes ~n dE'::finitionaJ ,Problems. 

Verifiability and Verification: Although every experienced practitioner can 

cite evidence in support of the t:heory - c.riminal associations - empirical testing 
) 

has been relatively unsuccessful because of the afore-ment~oned problems in 

operationalizing of pr~nc~pal concepts. As not.ed above., even Cressey, Sutherland's 

most persistent spokesman, has acknowledged fai.lu·.r.e in this ar:ea. 

On the other hand, thE:< enormous collection of empirical studies in learning 

theory by experimental psy6hologisls suggests thac this surface has scarcely been 

scratched. Other promising directions have been suggested by Glaser (56), who 

has restated the theory in'teI'ms of "differential identificat.ion" as an approach 

to increasing verifiability, and by Burgess and Akers, who have recast Sutherland's 

conceptions into operant lea!.'ning theory (15). That the problem. is by no means . 
insurmountable has been demonst:rat.ed by Short (139) whose. findings have been 

validated by Voss (l6U and by Erickson and Empey (44) in tescing the learning 

process dimensions in an ~ post facto manner • 
. ~ 

Deviance: Although not. directly, explicitly st.ated, its emphasis on the 

normal learning processes ~n criminality and its originator's insistence on a 

comprehensive focus suggest that Differential Association Theory has direct 

translations to other deviance Lheories which incorporate learning principles. 

For corrections, for instance, cUL.:.::nt behavioral approac:hes to mental health, 

and the Alcoholics Anonymous approach provide appropriate and tested gUidelines. 

Major Facts: In sum, the application of Different:tal Assuciation Theory 

to the major facts of crime and delinquency has not been one of its strong points, 

to judge from our literature survey: 

--~------~---------~--------"'--• 
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a. ecologi(:al dist:~'ibut.i.ons - handlE'ld ade,qllate1y in te,rms of the maintenance 

or continuation of exi.stE'lnt c:cime 1 eVE'll 8 , but not i.n tet'roB of their ~a'rlier origin; 

b. demographic distributions - same as above; 

c, individual consistency - deals with one side of the coin, systematic 

crime or habitual criminals; 

d. rising crime rates - not handled; 

f. the delinquency peak - not handled. It would be necessary here to 

demonstrate an increase, followed by a decrease, in expos:re to the excess of 

definitions favorable to crime; 

g. the crime peak - not handled. See f. above; 

h. cycles and critical periods not handled; 

i. attrition - not ha~dled; 

j. reportability - not. handled, although community disorganization as mani-

fested in alienation from enforcement agencies could be invoked here; 

k. changing patterns - as with j. above, prior changes in neighborhood 

integration could be employed as a starting point here, but this is more applicable 

to rate changes .than pattern changes; 

1. companionship - central to the theory, although better specification 

could still be achieved; 

m. victim role - not handled. 

Crime and Delinquency Connections: The theory does not speak directly to the 

connections, serial or otherwise, between delinquency and adult crime, or the 

disparities between them. Given a.n attempt at general theory with learning a 

continuing process, it is implicitly assumed that the relationship is sequential. 

Emergence vs. Maintainance: Both the emergence and maintainance of individual 

criminals are addressed by the theory, but the emergence of the associations in 
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the neighborhood, i.e. the creation of the criminogenic context, is not 

explained. Both Sutherland and Cressey (31) avoid thi .. s i,;-;sue of the d':rivation 

of the individualls associations, thereby losing an opportunity to deal with the 

selection problem. 

Maintainance on the individual level is dependent primarily on outside 

factors, never dealing with ~he mechanisms of internalization. In addition, the 

content of what is learned or internalized was not well spelled out. 

Process: As noted above, some aspects of the learning process were stated 

in terms of stimuLus properties, but failed to get "inside" ~he individual. This 

left the problem as one of specifying the arousal and character of the stimuli 

- the associations - but this step was incompletely handled. The result was that 

learning, as a mediating variable, was not carried through. Glaserls di~ferential 

identification represents a later attempt to attack this gap. 

Selec~ion: Not handled explicitly, the question of who becomes more exposed 

to criminal associations within the same neighborhood represents a major theoretical 

gap in the eyes of Sutherlandls critics. The failure to deal with the derivation 

of these associations is in part at ftiult here. Additionally, the total lack of 

attention to family variables negates any understanding of si.bling selection. 

Criminal Justice System: The only attention paid to this matter is the 

specification of correctional institutions as superb sources of exposure to 

definitions favorable to law violation through the presence of the inmate population. 

Practical Gu;del;nes·. Wh)' 1 wk' b f h ... ... _ . e ea_ ~n anum er 0 t. e areas covered earlier, 

Differential Association Theory remains a prolific source of suggestions for 

practical steps which can be taken to reduce the incidence of crime, both original 

and recidivist. The most obvious and common of these are listed below: 

26 

a. Group treatment for o.f.fenders should be ~ml?ioyed l.n ClrCl1m8~anCes 

where the dominant values and b8haviors are lal.·£·l'l I. a·"'. d rrl.f.< • w ~ " _ group ~s meaningful 

to the offender). Current examples can be found in various halfway house 

experiments, Alcoholics Anonymous, Synanon, and aspects of the I!new careers" 

programs in corrections. 

b. Reward systems should be promulgated for the pro-social endeavors of 

offenders. CUrrent instituticnal practices se111 emphasl.ze deterrence of anti

social behavior rather than the enc.ouragement of pro··social activities. 

c. Role playing of pro-social roles in essentially lawful situations should 

be employed as a treatment technique. 

d. Because the label, criminal, tends to cut one off from association with 

the law abiding citizen and force him to tall ·back .. 1 upon cr1m~na associations, 

cr~m~na ,conv~ct, elinquent, etc. attempts should be made to avoid stigmatization as .. I . d 

e. Criminal associations . "undesirable companions" - represent a potent 

source of the emergence and maintainance of individual criminality. Where 

possible, factors conducive to the continuance of such associations should be 

attacked directly. 

f. Incarceration of offenders should be aVOided, and periods of incarceration 

decreased as much as possible. 

g. Encouragement should be given to civic programs which would break down 

the integration of criminal system6. 

h. EncouJ;agement should be given to programs desi.gned ~o "de-isolate" or 

reintegrate individuals removed from the mainstream of community life. 

i. Neighborhood programs such as the Chicago Area Projects (76) should be 

attempted as a means of integrating the various elements of a neighborhood into 

self activation against well entrenched criminal and corrupt systems • 
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2. THE DELINQI.I;:'NT SUBCULTURE - ALBERT .~._ COijEN 

C 'h 1 b''''ok Delinquent B::>ys s~,t for.th a theory of delinquenPublished in 1955, :o.en s oJ 

cy which laid its foundation upon socka c ass v rk • , 1 1 a 'ables Limiting his concern 

primarily to lower class delinquency, Cohen found the lower class boy to be 

lacking in self esteem and suffering from a high degree of status frustration as 

a result of his class position. This was said to lead to an inversion of values, 

a "reaction formation" against middle class values wherein the lower class boy 

struck back at the source of his frustration, the middle class and its values, 

with the adoption of opposite values. 

From this inversion developed a "delinquent subculture" as a collective solution 

to the class-based frustrations. ~ ",," Cohen descr ';bed this subcul ture as "non-uti li tar ian , 

malicious, and negativistic," stressing versatility, short-run hedonism, and group 

autonomy (22): Just as Sutherland envisioned interpersonal communication as the 

medium of transmission of the learned content, Cohen postulates that it is the 

subculture which serves this transmission function. 

Delinquency, t en - pr~mark y h "1 a group phenomenon - is the behavioral mani-

festation of the' learned, inverted values. Concerned \.;rith the r~inforcement of 

these values, especially their delinquent aspects, Cohen and James F. Short, Jr. 

(26) hypothesized the existence of a "parent" subculture which serves to spaHn 

and support various types of delinquent subcultures, such as conflict, drug, and 

semi-professional subcultures. 

Unlike some of our other theorists who were primarily concerned with lower 

class boys, Cohen did attempt an explanation of delinquency in other populations. 

Female delinquency receives the same logical treatment, but starting at a different 

point. The source of female status frustration is sex, or the class-related 

barriers to status achievement through the use of' the sex-related skills common 

--------
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among sophisticated middle: class girls. Th:J.s ehe reacti,ol"l is co use sex in 

ways prohibiced by law. 

With respect to middle class delinquency, Cohen noted the absence of the 

father because of work pressLlres, and suggested that consequently the middle 

class boy reacted by stressing behaviors expressive of the desire to enhance 

masculinity. The argument is weak, and in any case is quite tangential to 

the general theory of delinquent subcultures. 

Logical Structure: Cohen's theory, upon examination, proves to be prin~rily 

inductive, rather than deductive. This suggests that its major theorems are 

hypotheses, rather than postulates, each designed to fill a logical gap in the 

backward movement from data. In order to explain the preponderance of delinquency 

within the lower class setting, and certain characteristics (e.g. negativistic, 

non-utili tar ian) of the de,linquent boy's behavior, Cohen hypothesizes the 

existence of a delinquent subculture. In order to account for the values which 

Hould lead to the behavior involved, he borrows the concept of reaction formation. 

Then, to account for the maintainance of the delinquent subcultures, the parent 

sub-culture is i~voked. The logic, in such a case, rests less with the inter-

locking structure of the propositions and more with their empirical validity. 

If the data don't fit, the theory can not easily be modified, but would more 

likely be disintegrated. 

Definitions: Critical concepts, such as the delinquent and parent subcultures, 

are described as to their substance, but not defined beyond this (24). Reaction 

formation and status frustration are process variables which were not defined. 

Generally, the focus is upon the actor rather than the act as legally defined. 

General vs, Specific Focus: By its description, the theory is limited to 

lower class, primarily male delinquency of a "non-rational!! sort. 
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Verifiabilitv and Ver.i.£icatio"I,: T11e, beaut:y of Coh8n' s f01:'IDulati.on is the 

verifiability of at least most of its hypothe~as. The eKistence of the delinquent 

and parent subcultures represen~a problem here, since their verification requires 

greater specification of substance and contrast to their non-delinquent contexts 

than Cohen has provided. One initial step has been reported by Cohen and Hodges (25). 

(61) 
The concept of reaction formation has been tested by Gold and by Rivera 

and Short (121), with negative results. Reiss and Rhodes (120) have reported data 

throwing doubt on the existence of excessive status frustration in the lower 

class (also see 5, p. 310, n.). Short and Strodtbeck (142) failed to support 

the class differences in values central to the theory. Finally, while the 

Myerhoffs (105) and the Schwendingers (130) provide some support for the cognitive 

class differences implicit in the theory, Matza's deductions go contrary to these 

findings. In sum, then, the relatively high verifiability of the theory has 

led to a distinct lack of verification. 

Deviance: Unless one were to postulate different subcultures specific to 

each category of SOCial deViance, the delinquent subculture theory does not speak 

directly to the general concept of deviance, except to note the relevance of 

deviance theory (23). 

Major Facts: Limited as it is in focus, Cohen's formulation does not speak 

to a majority of the empirical tests laid before theories of causation. 

a. ecological distributions - this is handled, but only with respect to 

lower c,lass juvenile delinquency. It was this set of data for which the theory 

was formulated; 

b. demographic distributions - handled only as demographic (ethnic, etc.) 

groupings are related to lower class characteristics; 

c. individual consistency - not handled; 
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d. rising c'.r,'.1.me ·.r:·atl:·~ .. 'llJt h.a(ldled~ would re.q1Ji..~E. de.mooJ.sr.r:aLion of a 

prior rise in sta.tus frustrae- Lon "rates"; 

e. sex differences - reasonable attempt made here by differentiating 

between sources of se-atus frustration; 

f. the delinquency peak - not handled; 

g. the crime peak - not handled; 

h. cycles and critical periods - not handled; 

1. attrition - not handlbd; 

j. reportability - not handled; 

k. changing patterns-not handled; 

1. companionship - dealt with by the assumption of COlrumon status frustration 

which leads to the "collective solution" and, by inference at least, collective 

action; 

m. victim role - by implication: the Schwendingers (130) have suggested 

that the theory would postulate primarily middle class targets, with consequent 

rat;onal;?ations by the delinquent boys (also see Sykes and Matza, justification ........~ . 

154) . 

Crime and Delinquencv Connections: Concerned only with the explanation of 

h k part1.' cular attempt t.o deal with the progression delinquency, the t eory rna es no 

, Presumably, however, the subcultural approach from del~nquency to adult cr1.me. 

* would also be invoked to explain the bulk of systematic c.rime, at least. 

Emergence vs. Maintainance: Lower class delinque.ncy emerge.nce is handled 

f t t' n value inversion, and directly through the class di.sparity, status rus ra 1.0 , 

* Cohen's emphasis on the behavioral versatility of gang boys fits better with 
the "cafeteria style" offense patterns of gang members than do the formulations 
of the other theorists covered in th~s report. 
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delinquent subculture. progre.:-si.o:t1 outli.ned above.. MaJ.llt.c>nance. 1.S accounted for 

by the parent subculture. invoke.d by Cohen and Sh.oIe. 

Process: Reaction formation is the proce.ss which leads from the class-

descrepant, status frustrated contexL to the acceptance of the delinquent 

subculture, but the steps subsumed under the concept of reaction formation are 

not specified. In like manner, the delinquent subculture subsumes the processes 

that define the appropriate behavior, but once again the nature of the processes 

is not given particular aLcention. This would not appear to be a difficult gap 

to bridge, however, as Cohen has suggested in a later article (23) applying 

reference group theory and role exploration to the process problem. 

Selection: Cohen's feeling for the psychology of the lower class boy is 

minimal. His concern for motivation cr perception and for differentials in these 

variables among the adolescent population is seldom manifest (and, in one reference, 

denied as appropriate to sociological theory, 23~ p.462 ff.) so that the approach 

to the selection problem from this direction is effectively cut off. Surprisingly, 

however, structural social variables are also negler;ted as a source of under-

standing selection. The result is a lack of clues to det.ermining which boys will 

become enmeshed in the delinquent subcul cures. 

Criminal Justice System: This area was not incorporated into the theory 

system. 

Practical Guidelines: Cohen's own position on deriving practical programs 

from the delinquent subculture. theory was quite specific; he preferred to bypass 

the issue, saying, II ••• we are not at all sure where the road might lead ll (quoted 

in 52, p. 28). One obvious suggestion can be teased out, nevertheless. If Cohen 

is correct that the lower class boy is headed for a delinquent career because his 

class position leads to low self esteem and high.status frustration, then perhaps 

) 
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the route can be short-c:ir·~u.l.te.d b:v p'coviding s€-.lf €"F't..~!".m. and star.\.i':'. 

Counseling programs with potential delinq~en~s ~)Jld noc be sufficient to 

this task. Rather, one would have to mount corrUllunity or at Ie,\1.st neighborhood

wide, action programs involving the youngsters in specific activities through 

which both participation and goal achievement would provide these. missing 

attributes. Examples of such programs - with m,ixed reactions from the lay and 

official publics - would include the II new caree.rsll programs, militant Negro 

organizations, civil rights groups, Junior Achievement Programs, and so on. 
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3. OPPORTUNUY THEORY - RJ.CH.A.RD A .. CLOWARD AND Lt,Ol'D E. OHLIN --.-----_._--------_ .. __ .. _--_ ....... -.... - .. -._-_ .. __ ._--_ .... _-----. ---, 
t 

Opportunit,y Theo!'/ I.S.t 0pp'YJ:'tunii:'.y St.l.'dC\.llL."t'., j,;-{ an ar.r,empr. by Cloward 

and Ohlin to combine some salient data and propositions from the Chicago 

School (Shaw, ~IcKay, Thrasher, Sutherland) with Cohen's theory of delinquent 

subcultures, and place them within an expanded notion of Merton's analysis of the 

opportunity structure of western society. The system goes roughly like this: 

1. Society has cultural goals (e.g. material gain) generally accepted and 

legitimated by the major sectors of the society; 

2. Not all persons have equal access to these goals, nor to the accepted 

means of achieving them; 

3. Therefore, those for whom the goals are blocked may turn to illegitimate 

means; 

( 
4. Just as communities differ in the integration of legitimate means and 

goals, so also they differ in the availability and integration of illegitimate 

avenues; 

5. The nature of the community's integration of legitimate and illegitimate 

means will determine the nature of the subcultural (delinquent) accomodation to 

goal achievement. Three of these are specified by Cloward and Ohlin, and they 

c represent the end product, the dependent variable, predicted from the propositions 

above: 

a. a crimina 1 subcul ture, and criminal gangs, \o1i 11 de.velop where there is 

'f;: cross-age integration of offenders plus close relations bet.ween the "carriers of 

criminal and conventional values"; 

b. a conflict subculture, and conflict ~, will develop in neighbor-

hoods not in~egrated as above, where social controls are relatively absent, and 
, 

there is an absence of available systematic illegitimate means to material goals. 
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goal (status rathet tha- n:-Rr",:..'."I: •. g:.·a~,~:: ; 

c. a retreat:ist t,ubcult.ure., a:Jd .~t:,trea:,ist M~~.~ Nil.! devf.;l,;)p among 

boys locked out of the previo'ls ~wo sub'.!'.L::'tllr.a~ adI.1ptati.:.f1.s bt=:~ause of the 

lack of means integration and because ot "j,nternahzed prohibitions" or "socially 

structured barriers" to t.he use of violence. This "double failure" leaves only 

retreat, through drugs or alcohol most specifically. 

In developing this the or)' , Clo ... ·ard and Ohli!l have 5~::::.::e85:::ully bridged the 

gap between socia-structural va:iables (the means-spd mod2!) and behavioral variables 

(the subcultural adaptations). The theory depe~ds on the bays, only to the extent 

that they perceive (in a manner unspecified by the authors) opport~nity blockages, 

but this perception is a cenJ:ral fulcrum about ,,,hi.:h the theory is balanced. The 

Cloward and Ohlin boys di,fier from the Cohen and Sutherland boys in that (a) they 

seem somewhat more able, less handicapped by personal or social disabilities, 

and (b) they are more concerned with material gain and social injustice than with 

status and personal dissatisfaction. 

Logic~l Structure: Of a:l the approache,:; to causation eN.a!l.,illed. in this 

report, Opportunity Theory probably repres~nts the most logically struct:ured 

set of propositions. The logi~ of Merton ' s a:',al),sis has b,?e:1 ext-ended to a 

corollary context, illegitimate means and goal at.l:ainmE:.nt, a!1d then combilled 

with notions of neighborhood in~egration to prod~c~ predic&ions about the 

characte'L" of delinquent sub~ultures. The major weak poi!1t in what Schrag has 

termed a "logically sound deductive system" (126) is the assumption of the 

individual boy's accurate perception of the blockages to goal att",a,inment. The 

Short et. al. (141) paradigm of Opportunity Theory gives witness to its amena-

bility to translation. The only majo, attack O~ the system1s logic is ,Schrag's , , 
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Definitions: With r:he exception o!l th~_ possi.!Jl,= ':auto!o,gy i nvoi ·,.-ing the 

gang definitions, none of tne Cloward and Ohlin concep~s represent serious 

definitional problems. The. app~oach taken is st:dc'::ly beha',oiol:'al, rather t.han 

legalistic, stressing ace and actor both, However) the definitiun of delinquency 

is interactional, consistfng of norm vioiating be~avior ~hich is rea~ted to by 

agents of the criminal just~ce system. 

General vs. Specific FOCU3; Opportunity Theory is designe.d to explain 

only lower class, subcultu.1."ally determined de Linquc:;c.y , 1n partir:ular, the focus 

is upon youth gangs of the criminal, conflict, and ret:eatist "arieties, As with 

Sutherland and Cohen, Cloward and Ohlin are mo~e c":J:-!cerned \vith "rational" offenses, 

or those whose source can be related to societal ra~bc= than intrapersonal variables. 

Verifiability and Verificaeion: While moat of :hc cent:ai concepts are rather 

easily operationalized: those dealing with the in&egrat~or of l~gitimate and 

i 11egi timate means -ends syst.ems present some diff~ cal c,~r.s, Ho;.'ever, the problem 

. t ftc ~. n ~.; -ce tl'B srarllS of r:l-.,.Ese p:r..:rp0~i t.i0:1!:. is mo::-e that of 1.S no 0 grea on ... e.c, " ..... l ,.,_ _.. . _ . 

assumptj.ons or postulates !.::lan ;')'t hypo;:heses to be. tCci;:-ed. Wi':h this qualif~-

cation, the Cloward and Ohlin formalati.on r,as pr(1':~m in just a few years to be 

the most tested of all major theories on both l1'ii'~,r and ll1aju.= <;r:alt"s. Ellioe!: 

(40) failed to confirm ~!ass differentials in opportu~it) percBption~ while 

Short et al, (143), Vaz(160), Honod (104), the Sheriis C.J')) , DeFleur (33), and 

Downes (36) have had little success in verifying the ex: ste!1ce of the three 

distinct subcultures hypothesized by the theory, On the. other hand, Spergel (147) 

has prOVided strong empiricai. support for the general theory, at the same time 

revealing a necessary modi£i.cat:i.on \olith regar.d ~o ag~ diff,~",:,entials (146). Host 

of the negative evidence has had to do with the pur:'ty of the subcultures (126), 

~-~----'-- • 
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of opportunity differ~nt.'Lal~ :.!I. b0T.h the lp.gl,c..i.fi •. a':'e an.d :i.lle'gi.ti.mate, se;:-t.ors 

(142). In sum, the theory has be.en suffIcient.ly v(;!r::'.Li€.(J t.o warrant continued 

investigation. 

An interesting and by no means inconsequential pot.e~tial for verification 

of Opportunity Theo.cy has be.en presented by the fact. t.hat, as a r.he(',ry, i.t has 

almost become a national po:!.i.cy. The President1s Corr~mi~tee on .Juve.nile Delinquency 

* and Youth Crime inaugurate.d a series of large communit.y ac:::ion programs, many 

of which later became the cornerstones of the War' on Po-.'erty in our largest 
J 

urban centers, which were rather explicitly based lIpan Opportunity Theory. The 

best known of these was Mobilization for Youth on New Y·:)rl<' s lower east side. 

These large-scale programs offe~ed a magnificent opportunity to test both ehe 

feasibility for implem&ntation and verification of the theory, It is an unfortunate 

circumstance that program planning was not geared to s~ch theory testing, and we 

still remain in the dark on the e£f~cts of this theory application to major 

urban concentrations of delinquency, 

Deviance: . Opportun~ty Theo~y is explicitly der~ved from and built upon a 

gerieral deviance model, as originated by Durkheim and Mer~0~. Th~ variaeions in 

delinquent behavior are predicted from the nature of neighborhood organization, 

the presence of a.n .adiJ,lt cri.minal system, and the content. of thf! resultant sub-

cultures, all of these bei.ng part and parcF'.1 of social dl=vian,::e. The the':}r'ists 

also have noted explicitly the function of community ~a:t'ms i., separating dev~ance 

and conformity, a la Erikson (1.+7). 

* Later incorporated in t.he. Welfare Administration as the Office of Juvenile 
Delinquency and Yout):l Development. 

-_ . ., 
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Schrag once mo~e, '! ••• .t' '.eb i:'1 J.r:':- l.lT'p:t Lca [ L ~:.'; -. h. r :j -:1 :. "l:Ji..1P.'I'Y . .;a'J.sa c..i.on and 

control ll (126) in thae £rGm it one can assumE certain stances about the major 

facts of crime and deli.nqlleno;). In a number of i.nstances, nevertheless, these 

stances are more implied than directly stated. 

a. ecological distributions - adequately co"ered thr-.:>ugb the postulates 

on neighborhood organiza tieon of legi timatf'. and i.L1 eglti.ma teo opportuni ty 

systems (but for lower class delinquency only); 

b. demographic - same as above, but only to the ex.tent that ethnic 

differentials are mirrored in the ecological distributions; 

c. individual consistency - not handled except by the existence of the 

three subcultural patterns, Existent data indicate the need for major modification 

here; 

d. rising crime rates - said to be due to increasing ghattoization and 

breakdown of community organization. This should lead to an increase in conflict 

or violent crimes in particular; 

e. sex di.fference.s - not handle.d, except to Ilote greater applicability 

of the theory to males for. whom material goals are more I:rucial; 

f. J:he delinquency peak - could be expla.inca by the greater voca ti.onal 

opportuni ties present beyond the age of compu.lpl)t·y school attendance (jobs being 

more directly linked to mater.ial goals than school); 

g. the crime peak - nrJe handled; 

h. cycles and critical perioas - not explicitly handled, although one 

could attempt predictions on the basis of prior changes in social disintegration 

and changing patterns of adult illegitimate systems; 

i. attrition - not handled; 

--~--- ~----- ~----- --------...... ----- - - ._--- ---------..--
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j. re.po:n·.ab.li.t..' - [1.)1: b.aTlljJed~ al,:.:t.,)t1.gh:. a(!c!1.n t·.,· .I.rfl.p'l't. ... at.l.un, ~h.& .level 

and nature (.If cOlTllT\u.ni.r.:y .L1l':.e.gr.a:i.'"m (.\)l,lld h",. 1J..:;t-.:j-J~ a :if:fl..rot;;x ().t: .~·l':.'pcl)'ti.ng 

norms; 

k. changing patterns - see h. above; 

1. companionship - surprisingly, this is not expl~cicly covered by the 

theory, in that there weems to be no logical reason (i.e. the logic of the 

theory) for group as opposed to individual incidents. The existence of a 

subculture providing security and validation of individual perceptions. does 

not necessarily imply group or gang activity, and the Cloward and Ohlin gangs 

seem therefore to be more of an addendum to theory rather than a necessary 

component of it; 

m. victim role - not handled, except as Cloward and O~lin's boys feel more 

injustice than frustration, suggesting either a general, random. striking out 

or fixation for victims on those who are seen as blocking goal attainment. 

Crime and Delinguency Connections: Cloward and Ohlin have suggested 

that there is a natural prugression from criminal and confl~ct adaptations to 

a retreatist mQde of behavior, but it is not clear how this would relate to the 

progression from delinquent to adult criminal. It would seem however, that the 

criminal adapt~tion, based as it is on a community with a relatively integrated 

illegitimate system, could ease the path from the younger status to the older. 

A theory designed explicitly to explain lower class deli.nquency does not, on the 

other hand, help us to understand the existenCe ,J.f. the adult oEfender who II s tayed 

clean" as a juvenile. 

Emergence vs. Maintainance: It is not clear to what extent Opportunity 

Theory would distinguish between the emergence and the maintainance of delinquent 

activity, although such a distinction wO:.lld certainly strengthen it and provide 

more practical guidelines for the prEctitioner. The neighborhood norms, the 
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integrati.on levels, and 1:."e. ~r.rILc..tur€ .xt" rhe. ;pp" I"Lu.ni i:.y '.~:'v.:=t.i::.iTl 1..:"~llld bp.. used 

certain kinds of E.~!Jple~ so much as the e .. l{istenC'E. of certa~n beha"rioral patte.rns. 

Process: As noted e.ar.lier, the only prvce.ss var~able or intervening concept 

holding a central place in th& theory is the perception u( [ha opportunities, 

legal and illegal, within the social sysc~m. It is j0SL chis question of the 

individual boy's perceptJ.on - how it. i.8 ac..hie-v·cd r l10w a..:,.uraLE'jy~ and how it is 

then related to the delinquent act. cogniti,"ili .- that repre.sel1t.5 the weakest 

link in the logic of the theoretical syste.m. The prucf=.ss is Labelled, but not 

described. The existence of only on<:.< such process varl.ablE:. Lndl.cates more clearly 

than anything else how purely structural. OpporcuIllt..v Theory i.~. 

Selection: The selection of the t.hree main dE:'11nquency patterns is fully 

explained by the struct.ural postulates of ehe t.heor·y 0 Hot"€::-.:er, t.he de.termination 

of which boys within an area will adopt these pattel~ns is not handle.d.* As wit.h 

Sutherland and Cohen, t.he almost total absence 0.£ artent:j.on Co .Eami.ly variables 

also results in no hypotheses concerning di:f£er.:-ncial ''''ibling selection. Spergel 

(46) has provided at least one clue to the. for.mer prob.Lp.m by notl.ng d i.£ferent.ial 

adaptations by different age groups. If fur.the1: progrE-'.~;.. is to be made in this 

area, the major process variable - opportunity peccepUon - would seem to prevj.de 

the most promising avenue for investigation. 

* In fact, Cloward and Ohlin have seriously overestimated t:he importance of 
delinquency involvement for admission and acceptance into membership within the 
delinquent gang (21, pp. 7, 11). Their descript~on (pp. 90-97) of class and 
status aspiration levels, while a step in the right direct.ion, does not solve 
the problem, since the sources of differential aspiration levels are not explicated. 
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processing mechanisfuS ~s lli~ntl0aEd i~ the CJo~atd aDd Ohlin trea~ise~ hut 

primarily to note the tendenc.y of de.hnquents to withd'l"aw th~ attribution of 

j 
legitimacy to the Criminal JlJst.ice System.. Ther.e is also a sugge.stion that 

I 
i 

Q i 

I 
~rocessing by the system c.an ser.ve to confirm a boy's sense of injustice, thus 

increasing the likelihood of ·(:li.s adopting one of the three sub<..:ultural patterns. 

I 
<;: 'J; 
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Beyond this, the c;rirr.inal .i 1lstice system is not in.co.r.pO'!:ated into the theory. 

Practical Gui.delines: A theory which emphasi z.es fundam.ental aspects of 

community organization is bound to be replete witD implications for practical 

programs. The complexi,ty and comprehensiveness of the Mobilization for Youth 

program illustrates this point well (1). The specific suggestions appearing most 

prominently in the literature seem to be the folloWing: 

a. Legitimate oppor,tunities for lower class youtbs should be expanded 

as much as possible. This, of course, represem:s the major t.hrust of the whole 

approach. It includes not only the obvious need for. meaningful jobs, recreational 

resources, and the like, but alBo emphasis on the ~. for attai.ning these goals. 

This would include v('lcat.i.onal counse.ling, remedi.al edUt.~at ion in spee.cb., grooming, 

and other. social skills, al1d even training in how to app:r.,)ach and handle a job 

interview. 

b. Wherever feaSible, attack the connections bp.~.\'.-ee.n the legitirnate and 

the illegitimate systems in t.he c.:ommunHy, both f0J:'mal a:ld informal. This would 

include corrupt offi.cials and grafters. 

c. Organize neighborhoods with their own systems of I;ocial control. 

d. Increase and rati.onalize the connecti.ons be.twee':'l available means and 

realistic goals. Job training, for example, should be Ln areas where such jobs 

exist, and pegged to the sorts (If jobs in which'lowe'r class boys have some interest. 

f 
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e. h · hr. b"·ys I s~'.n.s'.·.· r,t ;.:~ .. 1\JI:·t.ice" p. rograms shoul.d be Gi ve.n the emp aSl.S on 1: .. r::,.... ,,_.. ~- ~ • 

developed which establish equality of treatment and ser:·vice.~ as in the welfare 

and educational institutions. The establishment of legal aid services is a good 

case in point. Another e~ample would be the training of ghetto youth to act as 

community advocates within governmental agencies, even to the point of intro-

ducing the Ombundsman system. 

------------.. --

4. 

Walter Hiller, a cu.LT.u:r.a.i an t:hropologi.s C , ha2 d!:·le~.,?ped a"1 approach to 

delinquency that represents quite a departure from the previous three theories. 

The central difference is Lhat Miller sees lower class delinquency, including 

that among the gangs from which his data are taken, as £££ deviant or aberrant 

behavior except from a narrow, middle class viewpoint. From the facts of life 

among working class citizens, Miller deduces that delinquent forms of behavior 

are part and parcel of lower class culture and highly functional to preparing 

the youngster for adult life within that culture. In other words, the delinquent 

behaviors exhibited by·lower class youth are normal. 

As the cultural content ·of lower class life, Miller notes certain "focal 

concerns" \."hich he labels as trouble, toughness, "smartness,1I excitement, fate, 

and autonomy. These cultural concerns are determined by the socio-economic 

setting of lower class citizens and by a singula'r, .S1:T'tlctu.ral fact, the pre-

dominance of the female-based household. For boys in this setting, the absence 

of a strong father figure and the dominance of the female role in the home setting 

creates a need ·to pract:i.ce the male role and assert masc.ulinity outside. the home. 

The gang is the opportunity for boys to achieve these goals, and provides in 

addition a sense of belonging and source of status not otherwise readily available. 

Thus, lower class gang delinquency is a normal response to the socia-structural 

and cultural demands of lower class life which prepares 'one for the dominant 

themes which he will encounter as an adult. Millerls approach has provided an 

interesting antidote to the usual view of delinquent behavior (especially the 

view of Cohen) as either sick or antl.-social. Miller says this behavior is anti-

social only in the sense that it runs counter to the moral expectations of the 

institutional carriers of middle class mores. This 1.S a view especially appealing 

· ... _·_~·F ____ ~· __ ._~_".~~~_.~ __ "' ___ ~.~_ " ... __ ._~ .. ~~."._ , __ 
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to those p.t'ac~)< tiol1.EI.~. t..ihr: f>.f.:! a .:: C.C":'TtgLd'::n ~i. c." ~jl 'CD ;..... d l . ·~.·f.,:.r .8 J.nque.nt cl:i.ents. 

Alt.t"lOIJ,gh h':'~ "·-r:i.t.l,-'.~~ ',' ",,' "'- ""'1 '- , d' = ",: ....... co ' •• "" r. l''2t-;;(I :-;·''''''.f'rr·e pr'.rr.ari l,'i ;"jit.h lo\.«er class 

delinquency, Miller has of .late become a s!:udent of subllt ban forms of delinquency 

as well. A prelude to his approach il,'l thLs nl:!\-l arpa suggests that part of the 

explanation of middle class delinqu.Eflcy I.<ill. bE:. at.t:ributed t .. 'l an upward diffusion 

of some of the lower class va lues, and c· '-._1:. • f h ~ oppos1tlon a. t esE:. values to those 

of the middLe class parent8 whE:n the. lower c.lass values are employed by the 

youngster to express his independence. 

Logical Struccure: Mi'ler' th . £ 
J. S eory ccnS1SCS 0 a series o.f. assumptions, 

observations, or postulates (the status of the propoaiticns is a bit uncertain) 

which play into each ocher in a fashion that hId as e numerous critics to cry 

tautology. These critics note that M1'11"'-~'s b . ,,- . 0 servatl.ons were the source of 

hypotheses or assum.ptions which are subs"-'quenr_.ly d 1 ~ use tG exp ain the self-same 

observations, a fo:.m of circular reasoning which def l' '. l.es og1.e. 

There are two ways of escaping from such a box. The first is to wait for 

independent validation of the observations, and t.o give them postulate status. 

The second is to reformulat.e the theory in a ' f d d ser~es Q e uctions from an 

independent starting po~nt. In t f ~h b .... erms (). '- Eo varia les employed by Hill er, the 

predominance of the female-based h h' d OUEe oj. wCllld a.;.:em to be a good candidate 

for the primary postulate. 

DefinitionE: Lower clafls eul tu.re 1'.8 descrl.' bed as to i' , - some a ~ts substance 

("focal concerns"), but not yet adequately defined (36). Hiller's other principal 

concepts present no particular definitional pro·blem"". A 
u significant departure 

frem other theorists is Miller's insistence that the proper unit of analysis in 

delinquency is the:: behavioral _act (.101). not t.' he. , actor. As a corollary, his 

theory applies to various beha"iers irrespect1.' ·'e f h • 0 t air legal status, the 

.. 
----------..--_. 

interest being mcrE; :,1"1. ''1,:)r, mat 1. 'if: chan i.n IF,gal l,"nf,li.,r. 

General vs. Specl.fl,c.J·:~':"u.£: To dar .. f> ~ Mi 1 LE':':: c.~ !eta jo:lr. data ana lyses have 

been concerned wlth theft llOl) and with violenLf> 1102, 103) among the gangs 

he has studies. The gener'al f'Jcus~ howeve:t, is upon a.ll forms of "anti-social" 

(to the middle class) lower class adolescenc behavLor, male and female, and 

especia lly that found among gang members. The na tur.·e of: the theory wou Id 

also seem to preclude ac.ts whic.h are not funcT:ional within the lower class culture, 

either adolescent or adult-preparatory. A:rson, to use an extreme example, would 

not be included. 

Verifiability and Verification: If Miller's proposl.tion is, literally, that 

lower class delinquency is part. and parcel of lower L.lass lite, then the causal 

connection between the two is inherently untestable . the taucology is complete. 

However, as noted earlier, th1s logi.cal difficulty can be ovexcome,. 

On other matters, some empirical testing does exisc. The Cohen and Hodges 

(25) data on lower class life style.s fit rattler wel1 wir,h HUler's description, 

Tennyson (157) has prov1.ded direct. support for the family propositions, but was 

unable to vali~ate t;he observat.ion that membership 1.0 a female--based family 

is related to gang membershl.p. Equal numbers of non .. gang lower class boys also 

come from the same family scructure. Tennyson has also demonstrated that Miller's 

social class emphasis beclouds dLEfere.nces related to :tacial distinctions. Finally, 

Short (142) and others have indicated that value di.ffe1:'ences between lower and 

middle classes are not suffic.ient.ly large to justify th~ central place accorded 

them by Miller. 

Deviance: Except as he employs cross-class differences in. the definition 

of normative behavior, Miller; s general stance is LO deny the efficacy of 

viewing lower class delinquency as a form of deviant behavior. 

f 
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Najor Facts: As 'Alitp se'Tera:L p.revioLlE theon.es cover-F..d hf;f'€:, Miller! s 

construction is limi t.ed t;,) a par·ci.:uJar segment. of. r,.l:1.e L'.rim",,"pruducing population 

f tIl "" emp;r1'cal tests which have been suggested. and consequently does not covp.r some 0 c .. 

a. ecological diseributions - with lower class delinquency a direct function 

of a recognizable lower class culture, Miller does deal with ehe major ecological 

fact of the predominance of officially recorded delinquency in the inner city 

area. Whether this same culture eX1sts elsewhere~ e. g. Appalachia, or poor 

rural areas of the South, is an issue not dealt with by Miller. Such an extension 

h h ;n as mucil as the culture described by Miller is would be helpful to tee eory, .. 

h h th . d emergence of a stable lower class in America. related by him to t e y~o es~ze _ 

b. demographic distributions to ehe extent that ethl1ic diseinctions are 

related to ecological istrL u ~ons, .. d -b t' M{ller does speak to the issue of demographic 

distributions. However, Tennyson (157) has shown that the emphasis on class 

levels (including Miller's tripartite breakdown oE even the lower class, 101) 

camouflages important relationships between delinquency and race. 

c. individual consistency - this is not really dealt with by the theory. 

In fact, the e~istence of t.he occasional or one-time offender cannot be predicted 

by the differential internalization of the lower class culture, an attempt not 

as yet· undertaken by Miller. 

d. rising crime ra tes .. if Mi.ller is con::ect in hypothesi zing the present 

emergence of a stable lower class culture~ the.fl this rise could be related to 

the rising crime rates in the city. However, the mose significant rise in 

ell.nquency seems _ d . to be tak'; 'ng place in the suburban areas and is therefore out-

side the scope of the theory. 

e. sex differences - the predominance of rn,ille delinquency is handled by 

Miller more directly than y any 0 er eor~ '. ""_ b th th . st The progr~.c::sl·.on from the female-
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based househo.tds to ·c:b.e ~ear,-.h. :tor .masc.u.i ini.ty t'J gang .lnvol~ieiJ1.ent cle.ar ly states 

the dynamic::~ of the ma.! e. deli.nque.n(·y 8i.t'Jation.. 

f. the de.linque:ncy p~7ak - t.he high point of delinquency involvement occurs 

around age 16, or just. !:hat tl.me when the compulsory schoo.l attendance age is 

passed and inner city boys begi.n to cut: loose from the. home-related environment. 

Presumably) this might lead to a de.c:t:ease in sex-i.denti.r.y frustrations and more 

"positive" opportunities to e:xpress mascu1.i.nity, e. goc.he job instead of the 

gang. This is purely spec.u.Lat.ive.~ and requires e.mpiric.:al tEsting. 

g. the CD_mE peak .- this is not dealt w.Lt.h by Mdler, nor does the theory 

Seem to imply any explanat:i·on. 

h. cycles and c.riticaj periods - not handled. 

i. attrit~on - not handled explicitly. lndeed,. the face that the processing 

officials are the c.aIt'iers of mi.ddle class values would if anything diminish 

att:t:ition tendencies. 

j. reportabil~ty - si.nce deli.nquent acts are v~ewed as essentially normal 

within their own context, i. t follows directly that reportability wilL be low. 

Differential reportabil1.t.y wou]d have to be :r elated to the" normalcy" or cuI tU'rally 

determined class acceptance [or the various categories of delinquent aces. Such 

data have not as yet been repO'l: ted. 

c ang1.ng pat. erns _. . .ese a·t e. no. . ... ·k. 'h' . t th t handled Pr·I-.o .... · culture changes would 

have to be invoked to e:xp.lain changes in crime patterns. 

1. companionshi.p - the gang form of the mascuHm.ty search does pertai.n 

directly to offense companionship. 

m. victim role - not handled. 

Crime and Delingue.ncy Connections: Because of the almost exclusive focus 

on delinquency, Mi.lle"!:' s theory does not. provide. explicit clues to the progression 
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to adu 1 1: crime. HowE:-\!E::r, r hf- g,,".n!~:r.a.l tenor of. t tiE: appr.oacI'J., s t:x: e.f si.ng de.l inquency 

as "practice" for adult IdE:; w,H.ui.l'1 c.he. ll)",e.:r cLass SE-J'c.in.g, suggests more interest 

in the effects 'J£ adult offenders as t:he teachers ';'.11: Lole models for the. budding 

delinquent wh1ch 1n turn would suggest a ra~her dire~~ progression from youth 

to adult crime. 

Emergence vs. Mainta l.nance: Be.cause of the logical taut.ology mentioned 

earlier, it is a bit risky to sepa'tale emergenc.e and maintainance ;n .. Mi.ller IS 

treatment. However, the most. logical analysis would seem to be that emergence 

of delinquent behavior is brought on by t.he struct.ural family variable and then 

maintained or reinforced by the peer group and functionality of the behavior 

within the cultural demand system. Mi.l1er 1 s analysis of theft behaviors (01) 

strongly suggests in addition the importance to maintainance of psychological 

need satisfaction and material gain. 

Process: The normalcy emphasis suggests no special process variables, 

but the over-enactment of aspects .of the male role can stand as one process 

inter"ening between the family variable and the dependent: variable of delinquency. 

Unfortunately,. Tennyson I s finding mentioned earlier does not support this 

progression. 

Selec.tion: The normalcy emphasis, if anything, argues against any important 

selection processes, so this represents a crit:ical difficulty for the lower class 

culture theory. The family analysis provides no clues to sibling selection= 

and Tennyson has shown that the family situat.ion is an unsatisfactory prediction 

of selection within the neighborhood. All in all, Miller seems very weak on the 

selection problem. 

Criminal Justice System: The various components of the criminal justice 

system - the courts, correctional agencies, an~ especially the police - comprise 

• 

the off i('.ial embod.l:rT'.E:l":lt of. midd II";. cIa::. s bet:1a";iJ:rr '.1(nms. At; su .•. n, they lead to 

the arrest and proct:!ssi.ng of y·o;,..ng.ster:s Eo.c· ",bat Ml.L.Le.c deiil1es as contextually 

normal acts. Thus t.he. syst.em can be used 1::0 exp.la.i.n dellnquency rates but 

not misconduct itself. Mill er 1.S alm0s'c alone among theorist~s i.n dealing 

explicitly with the role 0.£ t.he criminal justic.e systew i.n deli.nquency causation, 

or more properly, the causat.iol1 of high delinquenc;y rate~. 

PtacUcal, Guideline.s: Probably the most: consisr.:ent message we get from 

Miller, a message whi.ch would certainly not ser.. well wl.t.h many people, i.s 

that the: less one. does about lower class de,1inquency, t.he be.tter. In other 

words, normalcy denies dt:\f~ance~ and only deviance ~s the traditional target 

of social control. More speci"fically, che fol.lowi.ng i.Lems can be cited: 

a. Do not attempt. to achieve value at act.i.tude changE> among the delinquent 

youngsters, since these attitudes and values are functLonal within their own 

context. To effect. such cbanges would be tant.amount: to destroying necessary 

adjustment processes. 

b. The masculinity-seeking energie.s should bE; channeled into avenues 

which continue. to permit role enactment without damage t.o others. 

c. Provide masculine role models for the boy.s. 

d. Concentrate. intervent.ion efforts not so much 0n the delinquents as 

on the insti tuti.ons which e.rnbody the mi.ddle class norms which defi.ne. behaviors 

of the boys as delinquent.. Greater fle.xibility oi institutional response would 

seem to be the maj or pract.ical goal of suc:h interve.nt. ion. 
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.5. THE. PSYCHOGENEJ.lC APPROACH: PS Y. CHOANAL YT lC THEOR '( --------- .----_._--; .. _----.. _--------

The quintessen~e of p~yc~cl0g1~al apprca~hEs LO crime and delinquency 

is represented by psychoanalyt.i.c, theory, which 17 also bE:st k rlOwn to the lay 
, 

and professional publics. We concentrate, thele£or~~ on psychoanalytic theory 

in this report as t.h.e; most formalized and far·reaching of all psychogenetically 

oriented stances in che I1terature. 

Stated in the barest bone fashion, the analytic theories involve at least 

these major components; 

a. The first fe,lAI years of life contain the determining seeds of later 

development. The foundations of maladjustment are laid in failure to learn 

adequate impulse contr.'ol and adequate responses to reality; i. e. ego and super-

ego development are pocr. 

b. Distu!:bed family relationships lead to several reactions among youngsters 

which often become expressed in delinquency. These reactions include a guilt-

baned desire to be punished: revenge seeking, and self-protection through the 

attacking 0£ others. 

c. Socia~ factors are not themselves causative. Rather, they are incorporated, 

often through family relationships, into the psycbolog~cal makeup of the individual 

and in this way relate to behavior. This represenrs admitted (and legitimated) 

reductionism in theory construction. 

d. Delinquency and crime are not viewed at face value, but rather as 

~ ~ptoms. Thus both the understanding and treatment of crimi.nal and de1i.nquent 

behavior are in terms of underlY1ng psychological maladjustment. DelinquE:ncy 

and crime will decrease in pr'oportion to the successful remediation of these 

Ii underlying dynamics. 
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e. Becau~e I')i: I;.':l.e impo:r.'tanre of the 68".:',iJ ~ f"lc'ma :I,\'e YE.aes y aelinquency 

reduction in palLicular requLres and b t • t' . .. en~:.I,~=, .r-:).!fL I;:,a'!:'l.'l d,r::r...ec!:.:ion and dl.agnosis 

of emotional dis'(:urbanc.:e.· 

Logical Structure '. Though 1't 'h' - .. . may seem a arsh JUdgment ll,pon so long 

established a theory as thLs, it. is t.he clear consensus among criminologists 

that the logical structu.re of psychoanalytic t.heo'ry is totally inadequate. A 

good deal of cl!cule:r reasr,ming is employea whic.h is baEed on untestablE:: 

assumptions and unverified processe,s. B . 
aS1~ concepts are often undefl.ned, or 

differently dehnect h,Y various wr-J.· ters. H' hI d 19 Y re uctionist almost by 

defini tion ,* the t.heory fails to di£fe'rentiate the. normal from the abnormal 
~ 

and different statements of the theory su.ggest. that its (;onstruction is more 

of an art than an exercise in logic. 

Def i ni t10ns : Technically: the delinquency definition tbnds to be behavioral, 

but again only as a clue to the d I' d un er yl.ng ynami~s 01 spe~ific interest to the 

analyst~. The act is m.erely a symptom of the; actorVs di.fficulties. Some 

analysts have exhibited an interest ip legal d~finiti0n5 v£ crime as well, because 

these reptesen~ societ.,Y 1 s c.odified proteC'.tions agai.nst. impulse enactment on the 

part of the individ.ual.. Th lId f" us even ega e 1ni t'i.O!1S of c!'ime are in tur'n defined 

by their functional rEdati,onship to i.nner dynamics ~ the i.d impulses which 

threaten rational life. 

With respect to the various concepts used by psychoanalysis _ id= ego, 

superego, ego st!ength, reaCt,ion formation, emctlonal disturbance, etc,. ,_ agreed 

upon definitions, espeCially operational ones, are hard to come. by. In particular 

* Sometimes reductionism has its mirror iiTl.age. See the example set: by Hartung 
(64, ~p. ~36-1~6) who recaSJ;S interpretations of crimes of most interest to 
psych1at:-1sts 1nto SOCiological and soci.al psyohologlcal interpretati.ons. His 
purpose 16 to demonstrate that psychoanalyti.c interpretations are unnecessary. 



the distinct-ion t"lE't \A11;'tf,pr,_ H·O,.a: and, a b('l~).r.ma i hd,r.. (/-.,'v'E.r. been c.l aJ i.t i €d r.o general 

) satisfaction) and ~J!i.s b.a,~ d riE:~ '::·l.mE.iHaJ ·effF.C'.r.. l)r) at.t f'!<T'.pT st .. :) draw para 1.1els 

to delinquency versus non-delinquency. 

General vs. SpE,cific Fo:;us.: A (.!u1:sory r~·;·':"ew 0.£ psychoanalytic writings 

on crime and delinquency YLelds an interes~Lng pLcture. Delinquency is more 

prominent than crime. Within the adult. area, interest seelTls heav~est in 

individual acts of aggre.ssion trathFr broad.Ly dE:.tined) and lightE:st in property 

crimes. But in so far as the theory specifies all beha'lii or as expressive of 

intrapersonal dynamics) its proper' focus is very gene-ral and would include 

almost all ca~egories of offenses, both juvenile and adult, as well as the 

rehabilitation approach to the corr~ct. a field. As employed by its protagonists, 

psychoanalytic theory is designed to pertain to all torms of behavior, at all 

stages. 

Verifiability and Verification: Psychoanalytic. theory has been perhaps the 

most verified and yet least verifiable of all approaches to crime. We can 

illustrate this paradox metaphorically by citing a personal incident which 

came to this w~iterls attention. 

A young girl from a pover.ty area, suffer'ing from chrunic bronchitis, was 

taken by her grandmother to a Chinest=: herbulogist.. ThE: treatment. Jasted a full 

two years at which point the symptoms disappellted. Asked what. had finally 

done the trick~ the grandmother replied with complete, t..p.rtainty that the herb 

treatments had cured the gi.rl. The fact that it took two years was cited as 

proof of the severity of the condition, rathe.r than causing any doubts about 

.. the efficacy of the treatment • 

Verification of psychoanalytic propositions has tended to be marked by the 

same form of logic. Scientifi.c controls are seldom applied, and the populations 
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dealt with are highly sf'l£··selec..!;ed, be.ing (:I)lII.pri..c:.p.d e.Lt'·'!e.r of l.nstitutionalized 

individuals or of those seeki.ng ou.t Psyc~lI)thel'apy 194) 0 Tb,us WE, find Johnson 

(70) listing fire-setting and I!crueltyll as two of the fi.ve m".,st common offenses! 

Recidivism or failure to "respondll to treatment are more a function of the 

patient's problems than of the t.herapy. 

Ther:e have been some i.n.st.ances of experimental attempts ~o verify psycho-

analyti.c propositions by psychologists such as Dollard, Miller, Sears, and others 

(113), but the nature of the concepts more often rule out such attempts. They 

have proven hard to operationalize and are unfortunat-e.ly defined and used 

variously by different writers (94). The communication problems between 

therapists and researchers are considerable.* 

Deviance: The emphasis wit.hin psychoanalysis upon i.ndividuation is so strong 

that normalcy tends to lose its meaning. The distinction between deviance and 

non-deviance is cloudy. Since all forms of personal deviance are symptoms of 

underlying maladjustments and derive their meaning primarily from this relation-

ship, the difference between one form of deviance and another pales. Why 

criminal behavior is the particular form chosen in some instances but not others 

is equally unclear. Such problems as these are not just criticisms of psycho-

analytic theory, but also indicative of the difficulties encountered by any 

approach which achieves comprehensiveness at the expense of operational clari.ty. 

Major Facts: As indicated earlier, analysts have not been primarily con-

cerned with. explaining the facts of delinquency beyond those pertaining to 

* Johnson's discussion of the child's intuitive perception of parental feelings, 
involving identification and reaction forw~tion phenomena, provides another 
typical examp'le of a formulation which defies the researcher's sense of logic (70). 
Also, see Abrahamsen, 2, p. 82. 
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individual cases, L. 1 t' th . "t sand p":'actl.tioners alike find their Psycl10ana Yl.C earl.", ., , -

approach somewhat anti.the~.i.cal to empirical research, 

a, b ' - not handled (analysts seldom have e.xperience, ecological distrl. ut10ns 

and less often successful eKper'ience ~ \'lith lower class clients); 

b, demographic di.st.ributi.ons - not handled; 

c. individual consistency - thli' theory can att.empt explanations of individual 

acts, especially of the impulsive sort, but it is m.ore concerned with, and has 

dealt primarily with, patterned behavior; 

d. rising crime rates - not handled; 

e. sex differe.nces - generally handled by reference to the function of the 

behavior as expressive of~ or as a means of handling~ sex-role relationships 

deriving from early family experience; 

f. 

g. 

h. 

1. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

m. 

the delinquency peak - not handled; 

the crime peak - noc handled; 

cycles and critical periods - not handled; 

attrition - not bandled; 

report;abi.lity - not handled; 

changing patterns - not handled; 

companionship - not handled;* 

victim role - certainly on some occasi.ons, the choice of victim may be 

b f h offender, through proJ'ection or delusional determined by the pro lems 0 t e 

phenomena. But again, it i.s only the offender's half of the situation which is 

dealt with - the victim is merely a stimulus to be perceivdd, not an active 

( 't th' 1.'S the l.'nference of sado-masochistic relation-protagonist an exceptlon 0 1.S 

* Occasionally (e.g., 70) an att.empt is made to, separate the IIps~cho~ogicalll 
delinquent from the "soci.ologic" deli.nquent. AS1.de from the attr1but1.on of , 
greater peer group influence on the latter, the distinction between the two 1.S 
not clearly drawn. 

----,-------- --------~---------------y;-.,--------------- ----- ---
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ships between some offender-victim dyads), 

Crime and Delin9uenc~.Conne~cions: Here aga1n, explicit formulations are 

missing. The symptom status of crime and delinquency and their origins in 

internal pressures suggest no particular patterns of progression from juvenile 

to adult crime. On the other hand, the theory is less constricted than some 

others by a need to explain the existence of adult crime in the absence of a 

prior juvenile record. 

Emergence vs. i'laJ.ntainance: The emergence of law-violating behavior is 

explained primarily by reference to early pathogenic family relations, resulting 

in poor ego development, low impulse control, etc. Factors serving to maintain 

and reinforce the resultant behavior patterns, whatever the nature of those 

fBctors, are generally reinterpreted psychodynamically, i.e. they are given causal 

status only as they ahe incorporated within the character structure of the 

individual. 

Process: With respect to process, there is much controversy about the status 

of psychoanalytic theory. To its protagonists, process is the very essence of 

their endeavors. Explanations are sought not i~ mere statistical relationships 

but in the inner dynamics or t~e individual whereby the stimuli of the outer 

world are translated into the internal determinants of action. 

The controversy evolves from the fact that) almost unanimously) critics of 

the theory brush aside these processes as being merely reductionism and therefore 

of no particular logical value. They combine this criticism with the complaint 

that the processes are difficult or impossible to operationalize and therefore 

have no scientific status. Finally there is the problem that with law violations 

treated as symptoms, the processes are merely intervening variables between 

pathology and symptom, not between two independent sets of variables. If this 
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last notion is valid, then there is another tautology here, running from pathology 

to symptom and back again. Process doe.~ not.hing to break the ci.rcularity of 

the argument. 

Selection: The theory is designed to understand individuals, one by one, 

rather than the individual as different from other individuals. The selection 

question as a result is not Seen as a particularly appr0priate one. The only 

logical way for psychoanalysis to investigate the reasons that some, but not others, 

become involved in crime would be to prepare a case history on each of us - we 

are all potential criminals. 

If one could determine the occurrence of mental disturbance in certain 

t 
individuals, and then predict to criminal behavior from this, the road vlould 

seem to be open. Unfortunately for the theory, studies of mental illness in 

criminal and non-criminal, delinquent and non-delinquent samples have generally 

failed to demonstrate differences in the incidence of mental illness. 

Criminal Justice System: The system has not been of much concern to the 

theory, although various forms 9f psychoanalytic thinking have been prominent 

among correctipnal practitioners. Certain aspects of the system could easily 

be incorporated as legitimizers of guilt, for example, or through validation of 

poor self-image, etc. Sometimes enforcement and correctional personnel have 

been cited for personal sadism or the societal embodiment of sadistic impulses. 

Practical Guidelines: Because F~ychoanalysis is a theory of practice 

based on assumptions about behavior causation on an individual level, it has 

not provided many gUidelines for treatment across individuals. Each case is 

different and should be handled separately and intensively. 

A most helpful guideline to many practitioners has been the emphasis on 

early detection, diagnosis, and treatment. Many social agencies could not in 
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fact exist were it not f 
or the philosophy of early treatment as 

a corrective for 
later maladjustments. 

And last, the analysts h 
ave suggested to all, but especially 

that the important . var~able 

the treaters , 
is often not reality, but the individual's 

To be perception of that reality. 
successful, treatment must be based Upon the 

world as seen by the client first, 
since it is the client's perception 

lies behavior. that under-

\ . 
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There is (as yP.t) no ,sucti animal as the Prohabali.stic Cogluti.ve Process 

Theory of crime and delinquency. However, there are several prominent writers 

of c.riminology by reference to such who have sought to explain certain aspects 

d ne.utralization on the one hand and notions as self-image, stigmatization, an 

drift, risk, and situational determinants on the other. The fit is not a neat 

W;th the crl.·minological literature may see, with us, one, but the reader famIliar k 

h work of such men as Reckless, Sykes, Matza, some common directions behind t e 

the Schwendingers, McIver, Nye, Reiss, Short and Strodtbeck. 

ld of Social psychology wherein crime Within criminology, this is the wor 

related to the meeting of two sets of variables, the percepand delinquency are 

st .. yles of the offender and the. "chancy" or probabilistic tions and cognitive 

nature of the environment. The hypot eses ... h an.d "'lJggested explanations offered 

t attempts t o come to grips with the process problem by these writers represen 

1 h d by concerns, about discipli~ary purity in particular and seem relative y un ampere 

or reductionism. Some of the more prominent conceptions are these: 

a. Self -aefinit.ions, - as "good boys" as insulators against delinquency 

(117, 118, 125); 

b. meld ing of inner and outer controls in determining Containment theory .. the 

conduct normS (115); 

c. - (de~.;al of responsibility, denial of injury, Technigues of neutralization y~ 

- th condemners, appeal to higher loyalties) as denial of victim, condemnation OI e 

rationalizations employed by the offender before the act which decrease be.havioral 

~estraints and therefore maintain criminal ~atterns (154); 

d. Subterranean values.- secon ary d ml.'ddle-class values which take on primary 

status in lower class life (90); 
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e. Stigmatization - or the. labelling of individuals by societal institutions 

as "bad,1t It
cri.miT1.al," or Ild\2;viant ll thill;', Ie.ln£o.r.cing SLJI';h. self-·images and 

creating a self-fulfilling prophecy (83, 84) 106. l29~ ]55); 

.f. .Drift - the probabali.stic natur'e of exposure t.o 'value:; and restraints 

which may account for m~ch inconsistency of delinquent patterns (89); 

g. Aleatory Risk -, t.he i.nadequate or ineffect1.ve perception of the relations 

between the cOlIunission of an il1ega1 act and the odd~ 0'1 consequent negative 

sanctions (142); 

h. Triggers of act10n - the often unpredictable chance occurrences on 

cumulative patterns which final ly Up the normative I:-alance toward criminality 

(87) • 

Thegeneral tenor of these concepts has to do with the indiVidual's inter~ 

pretation and cognitive respon~e to an environment which is not highly structured. 

The gaps in the structure permit variations in perception and response, while these 

in turn provide the structure which - in our case - may perpetuate and reinforce 

the perceived legitimacy of deviant behavior. 

One major,di.stinction between these approaches and the theories covered 

earlier is that these generally assume less about the offender's having drawn 

conclusions about the ~'or1d around him, his chances in that world, the class 

structure, etc,:. To the cognitive process theorists, the offender - and especially 

the delinquent - is more of a reactor than an int,erpreter' 0 His actions do not 

require the. accurate percept.ton seemingly demanded by Cohen or Cloward and Ohlin 

in particular. 

Logical Structure: Since we are describing here an amalgamation of concepts 
\ 

rather than a theory, this criterion does not apply. Reckless '''containment 

theory" (115) is not in fact a theory, but mere ... 1y a stat.ement of unspecified 
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relations between two categories of variables (inner and ou.tE'X cont.rols), the general deviance theO'l:y - ther~ is little, in them which would apply solely 

relations being more or less homeostatic. to crime and delinquency. The notion of stigmatization was in fact drawn most 

Definitions: Rather uniformly, these writers treat crime and deli.nquency, prominently from Irving Goffman's work in mental institutions. Reckless claims 

behaviorally, as distinct acts or incidents growing out of aspects of the actor, ~hat containment theory explains at one and the same time both deviance and 

( the presenting situation, and normative rather than legal restraints. Some of confor.mity. The emphasis on the probabalistic nature of the environment 

the central concepts are well defined, nominally and operationally. Others, suggests rather strongly that crime and delinquency, along with other forms of 

such as containment, drift, and aleatory risk, require further specification. deviance, are not just personal patterns but also the result of chance situational 

( 
General vs. Specific Focus: Because of the emphasis on the act, the coincidences wh~ch act upon the i~dividual. There are far more deviant acts than 

approaches seem almost equally applicable to youth and adult problems, although there are consistently deviant people. 

most of the writers have only been concerned with delinquency. Both systematic Ma jor Facts: As might be expected of a " non -theory',' our amalgamation of 

( 
and occasional crimes fall within the focus of these process concepts. approaches does not speak to a number of major facts. With one or two possible 

Verifiability and Verification: The concepts of containment theory and exceptions (Reckless and Matza), these writers have not attempted the construction 

drift, because of poor operationalization, represent serious verifiability of a general theory, but the specification of some important process variables. 

c 
problems. Other than this, the major problem, at this ::;t<'~8e of concept develop- Their concepts require incorporation within a larger theoretical construction. 

ment, seems to be one of too heavy reliance on after-the-fact explanations of a. Ecological distributions - not handled, except by some reference to 

behavior. For instance, almost all of the work on self-image by Reckless and class differences in family structure and ascendancy of subterranean values; 
( 

his associates, has been of an ~ post facto nature, while Matza has relied b. Demographic distributions - not handled; 

primarily on interpretations of past observations and int.erviews. In time, we c. Individual consistency - both containment and drift are employed to 

, \ may see the incorporation of concepts and techniques taken from conflict and explain the inconsistent offender; the habitual offender is in part dealt with 
( 

cognitive dissonance theories which are rather well established and highly through stigmatization and adoption (learning) of techniques of neutralization; 

relevant to the approaches being revieweq here. The possibility of controlled d. Rising crime rates - not handled; 

experimental verification has been neatly demonstrated by the Schwendingers' work e. Sex differences - not handled; 
(' 

on offenders' stereotyping of victims (130). To date, however, there has been f. The delinquency peak - not handled; 

very litt~e empirical work done to validate the utility of the cognitive process g. Grime peak - not handled; 

concepts. h. Cycles and critical periods - not handled; 

Deviance: A number of the concepts in our ~malgamation seem well suited to i. Attrition - not handled; 

r 
I) • 
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j. Report-ability· net handIed; 

k. Changing patterns ., not hand.Le.d; 

1. h ' t dl',rectly handled, although. by extension, drift Companions ~p - no . 

and neutralization techniques might be applicable. Short. and Strodtbeck have 

successfully combined the not.ion of aleatory r.isk with peer influence to explain 

certain lack of restraints on delinquent 'behavior; 

m. Victim role - both neutralization techniques and stereotyping are direct 

explanations of the contributions of the victim, but only from the offenderls 

viewpoint - the stimulus value of the victim is only partially handled. 

Crime and Delinquency Connections: The progression from delinquency to 

adult crime, the selection processes distinguishing between those who do so 

progress and those who 

involvements are grist 

donlt, and the existence of adult offenders without"prior 
/ 

, ' d 'ft '1, self-imdge, for the mill to stigmat~zat~on, r~ ,rLs~, 

etc,. However, there is a serious operational problem in describing and quantifying 
""',\ 

h " upon the individual. Until this problem the probabalistic situations as t ey Lmp~nge 

( C 30), pred;ct;on must continue to play second fiddle is solved e.g. see ressey, • ~ 

to ex post facto explanations of delinquent and criminal careers. 

Ma " Although some concern with family variables Emergence VS. ~nta~nance: . 

W;th emergence, the maJ'or concepts in our amalgamation suggests a concern ~ 

seem applicable to both emergence and maintainance, with emphasis on the latter. 

Mac!yerls notions about critical IItriggers II and the concepts of stigmatization 

and drift. are pointed toward the earliest stages of criminality, while neutralization 

techniques and aleatory risk refer more to the maintainance of patterns already 

initiated. If emergence is taken to mean "original cause,1I then clearly the 

concepts considered here are relevant only to maintainance. 

-,) 
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Process: The above. c:ommeII(.S on rh.€' cr.ime and d~l i.nque:.ncy connect.ions and 

on emergence vs. maintainance ,5UW.mar.:i.Z,E: the c.:olflments one mi.ght. make about 

process. The concepts involved are direct attempts to fill some of the gaps 

in theories previously d~scussEd, to identify var~ables intervening between 

social facts and human behav~or. Because thb.]' are neither purely sociological 

nor purely psychological, because their originators are neither parochial as 

to discipline nor concerned about reductionism, these concepts represent 

significant direct~ons for both theory and direct act~on (see ReiSS, 119, for a 

good example of applying cross-disciplinary thought). 

Selection: Family variables suggest sources of selection processes. 

Stigmatization, drift, and MacIverls IItriggers li state the processes by which 

selection may take place. Self-image is a second-order derivation from family 

and stigmatization processes and thus may also be viewed as a selection process. 

But the question of who shall be selected is not answered by the specification 

of process. This vital step in theory is still missing. 

Criminal Justice S~~~: The position of the system is directly dealt with 

by several of the concepts. Aleatory risk suggests the di.stance of the system 

from the factors immediate.ly affecting the criminal act, thus questioning the 

deterrence effect. Drift rem1nds us that the individualls contacts with the 

system are. often accidentally determined rather than the automat.ic consequence 

of criminal or delinquent action. And stigwatization views the system as a 

highly potent reinforcer of criminality through i.ts effects on self-image. 

Practical Guidelines: Again, since we are covering here a collection of 
. 

concepts rather than a logically structured theory, there has been no consistent 

attempt made to derive a set of logically related action steps. The following 

nevertheless serve as examples of the various practical steps which might emerge 

from a consideration of these process concepts: 

, 0 
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a. Neutr.'alize t.he t.et::b:".i.qu~s ()f. ne,ut,ra l i.Gat,loP ~ r.;. g. CC1unse.1i.ng and 

court: diE-positlon proces.ses shnuld aff.i.x re!;pOnSl biLit,Y, e.rn.pbasize, t,he damage 

done and affi.x fines accordingly, make t.he. po.lnt that each offender is also 

a likely victim, etc. 

b. Avoid stigmatization wherever possible by short-circuiting official 

processing for those offender's whose self-perceptions verge on the negative. 

c. Emphasize ,fami.l~ Lherapy and thed;rivatioo5 and reinforcements of 

negative self,·images ~ individual 'responsibility ~ etc. 

d. Since techni.ques of neu.t.ralization, subterranean values, and certain 

aspects of the negative self-image feed upon value-action hypocracies in 

our societal structure, and S1nce denial of these hypocracies by middle class 

instit~tions merely reinforces the deviant outlook, it might be better to face 

these issues squarely. So long as wh1te collar crime and the subtler forms of 

adult criminalit.y abound, they serve to justify to the delinquent his own 

var:i-ations on the same themes. Counseling procedures should involve honest 

for 
recognition of the facts as they exist and teach techniques dealing with them. 

There is no sqch flabbergasted person as the dehnquF.nt who is confronted with 

the non-deviancy of his own perceived deviancy. 
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'7 .. ADOLESCENT STR l \1.1 NGAPPROACHES -. __ .-.---_ .. __ ._---_._--------

Rather than de:,c~ 1.1)1 ng ·unf'. thE::().t,~ ~ unde:-r r.he heading of adole:.c::enc striving 

we are once more outlining a general approach to WhLCh 8e~eral writers have sub-

scribed. Most. prominent among chesE'. writers have been Eri.ksen (45, 46), Eisenstadt 

'(37~38): and Bloch and N1edbrho££er (8). The approach represents an interesting 

cross-fertilizat10n between neo-Freudian psychology and cultural anthropology.* 

The bas1c theme of these writers, restricted to delinquency, is that adoles-

cence is a very speCIal pelted of development in most Soc1eLies and provides 

in its l1atural proces~es the clues to delinquent behavior. Adolescence is the 

period of transit:i.on beclA/sen t.he, dependence 0:( childhood and the autonomy of 

adulthood, a tranSition whict1 maKes great demands on youth. It is in this 

period that the youngster E-t.rives t.o achieve a self-identity, prinCipally by 

experimenting with new rol~5 and behaVIors. He is often supported in this 

experimentation by an adult audience which expects and condones it, but 

frequently fails at the same eime to t.each its limits. 

Thus we have here an approach based on age strivings rather than class 

striVings, an' approach whi., h SGes de::linquenL behavior as delinquent only "by 

default" or as the normal tesu.lt of normal behavioral act.s of youngsters seeking 

to find themselves in an all'lbl,guous role structure. The delinquent gang is seen 

as a collective respons€' to t.hE'se age·t.1:¢ln.c:iti.on problems whereLn the individual 

finds peer support for h1S temporary strlvLngs. 

Logic.al St.ructure: The adolescent striVing approac.h is based upon several 

mqre comprehensive theoretic.al statements such as neo-Freudi.anism, P£l.l:'son's 

~geMrole hypot.heses> and cuI tura 1 anthropology with x'ole as a c.entral concept. 

As such, the approach has both the strength of. these precde,nts and the logical 
, 

weaknesses inherent in them. While not well formalized, the approach could be 

* Sorenson (145) provl.des a gooc;l bibll.ographic resourc.e on adolescent striving 
materials. 
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structured by I.a.' ass:..Lmpt:! :Fl~ a:nd dar.s 1)!"1 detf.t:rrti . .nan.ts of role c:onflict and (b) 

theorle~ of conflict res?lution. 

pefi.nltiQ~§: DE'·linquenc.y is seen as almost non··df.o.vI.ant be.havior. It is 

not the act, but. so('.:i.ecy J f, de£im.tion of behavloral hmit.s that distinguishes 

between delinquency and non·,del1.nqu.enc.y. Coneepts are. not operationalized for 

easy empirical invest.i.gar:ion. 

GeneIal vs. Specific Fcs;us: The £.o(;u.s i.s upon general delinquency, al though 

Bloch and Nit':'derhof.j::er were most concerned with gang behavior. Since it is 

adul t role compone!"1ts t.ha t youngs ters are evper' t' . th . h ~ l.men 1.ng WI. .. ~ one mI.g t expect 

this approae;h to be a bet t.e t pr'~d i.etor. of personal than property crimes. those 

which pr'ovIde statu<;; as a man 'rather than status as a successful thief. 

Verifiability and Verification: Past ::esearch on role conflict suggests 

that verifiability of t.he major propositions 1.S rather h.i.gh~ but operationalization 

of the concepts m.ust be undertaken fI."rst. A t. bl '1' b grea er pro em WI. ~ e caused by 

t'ying the age-role variables to de.linquency in such a way as to differentiate 

it from non-delinquency. 

Deviance:. The major problem. he're is not that of. demonstrating connecti.ons 

with other forms or theories of deviance, but of specifying the reasons for 

criminal deviance rather than other forms available to youngsters. Because 

of the yout:.h focus) mote. com.moo adult. davi.ant patterns are unavailable for 

conSideration; e .• g. alcoholism, marital problems, etc. 

Major Facts: 

a. ecological distributions - not handled; 

b. demographic distributions - not haI~led; 

c. individual eonsistency - this could be dealt wi.th on the baSis of 

differences in role ambi.guit:.y and conflict~ plus avai.lable modes of conflict 

resolution; 

) 
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d. risi.ng crime rates . within the. Juvenile populati.on) data supporting a 

growing separation between generations and increasing deferment of adult status 

achievement in western society could well be used to explain increasing delinquency 

rates; 

e. sex differences .. covered by reference to differences in the adult sex 

roles being sought, and t.he lea'rned juvenile sex roles being discarded; 

f. the delinquency peak - this could be handled if it could be shown that 

the age-role conflicts also tend to peak at around the sixteen year old period; 

g. the crime peak - handled by the same reasoning as that for (f) above; 

h. cycles and critical periods - not handledi 

i. attrition - not handled; 

j. reportability - not handled; 

k. changing patterns - not h.andled; 

1. companionship ~ treated by reference to the need for peer support and 

con~on peer experience in coping with age-role conflict:.s; 

m. victim role - not handled. 

Crime and. Delinquency Connections: This is not dealt with by adolescent 

striving theorists • 

Emergence vs. Maintainance: Emergence is explained via normal maturatior. 

and by the demands made by emerging roles. Maintainance is alluded to in 

society's expectations for and condoning of adolescent acting out, especially 

among boys. 

Process: Identity search and role experimentation are active processes whi.ch 

lead to offense behavior as these processes overstep the bounds prescribed by 

society. Delinquency is thus a by-product of these normal processes. 

Selection: The selection problem is not ~xplicated at all. One would have 
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to postulate variati.ons i .. o Lea.rnF;:d responses to the age"!'oJe p:roblem and explain 

the vari.ations 'by refet'ence to some; other.' set of variables. 

Criminal Justice System: Not dealt with. 

Practical Guidelines: Since adolesc~nt striving theorists are concerned 

with a broad range of adolescent behavior, much of it non-delinquent, and because 

they attempt to demonstrate that this behavior is qUi.te normal and healthy, there 

is little specificat.ion in the relevant writings of remedial steps. The following 

can be suggested; 

a. Since delinquent behavior is a response to a temporary transitional 

situation, the best response is to "go along with it" rather than take the chance 

of fixating these responses by over-reacting to them. 

b. Provide multiple opportunities to experiment with acceptable adult role 

behaviors and aSSume adult-like responsibilities (e. g. Junior Achievement programs, 

peer clubs, police cadet programs, etc.). 

c •. Provide adequate 'recognition for the current status of youngsters, rather 

than insisting that rewards be based on child-like dependence behavior or holding 

the adult carrpt too far out in front; 

d. In therapeutic ot counseling situations~ ~he stress should be placed on 

enabling the youngster to answer the questi.on, "who and what am I.?" Satisfaction 

with and knowledge of the self will le:ad to a reduction in the testing of self 

which way conflict wi~h legal proscriptions. 
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8, DF.L1NOIJENCY FRED lCIlQ':L:J.t!§:!:QQ!:LAND ELEANO!L G:LUE£~ ------------------

The work or the Gl.l.le.:.Ks does not const.i.t.ut.e, a tbeory but a comprehensive 

collection of empirical data designed to predict the emergence of delinquent 

careers. Chl· s work should "'pt be included i.n a report. on theories OrdinarUy " .. 

of causation, but an e:Kt:r.aord~nary ching has happened whi.ch behooves us to 

consider the Gluecks I e.fforts. Because thei.r work seemed t.o find a major 

predict~ve clue i.n fami..l·'i. !'elationships and because prE.limine,ry data released 

by the Gluecks suggest.ed a tr.uly major breakthrough in delinquency predi.ction, 

the Glueck.s have become. almost. folk heroes among many thousands of practitioners . 

The claims made on beho9tlf of the G.luecks have c.oi'1cided with a great yearni.ng 

among practi.tioners of many srx.i.pes for the ans'~er to the delinquem.:] problem. 

It is for this reason that we include here a discussion of their work as seen 

by their colleagues in criminology. 

Logica 1 Stt·uc tut'e.: Since the,· Gluecks i work loS ritheoreti,cal, we will sub-

a r ·ev·1.' ew of the methodologi.cal eonside.rations of their . stitute in this section 

It is the lopeal str~ucture of their methods, that holds the key to the 
1 

work. 

utili ty of the.ir ef.£Ol:t. 

Their research falls into two componen • ts In the first, sao non-delinquent 

boys were matched on neighborhood, age, inte.lli.gence, and r:acial and e.thnic: 

background with 500 incarcerated delinquents. Both cohorts of boys were sub-

j ec ted to a very comprE;hen~. i ve ba t ter'y of inter.views, medica 1 exams, soma totypi.c 

, s cb.Latr'ic interviews n and so measurements, a'Chi6vernent Lests) project'.~ve teE'c." psy., . 

on. Three set", of: v~r~ables were found to distinguish bet.lAleen the boys - social 

background factors, character traits, and personalit.y traits. 

Several serious critic.isms of t.he st.udy have. appeared: 
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a. the even ·r.aUo of' d.e·) i':'lqUE'nts ':0 n'Jr)··deli,'1Cl.uents is u'1:':'ealistic and 

f would lead to artificially higb prediction rat~s; 

b. ,incarcerated delinquents constitute an unrepresentative sample which 

IQ 
1 
n 

aho artificially increase,s prediction rates. Whe.n Briggs et. a1. controlled for 

these two factors, they found that good prediction was no longer possible (14); 

c. the matching variables were inappropriate; their use disguised important 

10 

I 
sociological determinants~ 

d. the ratings were retI'ospective and not I!blind" (raters knew the delj,.nql,lency 10 

status of their subjects); 

e. there were 66 traits times 44 determinants in the study for a total of 
( 

2904 ~ombinations. Two hundred fifty-five of th.ese were significant at the .10 

level, eve.n less than would be expected by chance. No validation studies were 

performed to discard t.he chance ;t: elati,onships. 
( 

Phase two of the study involved U.c application of the social background 

scale to 303 boys from a high delinquenc.y area Ln New York at the age of pix 

years. These boys were then followed longitudinally to see whether those 

predicted for ,delinquency ~nvolvement by their scale scores did i.ndeed become 

delinquent. The first fi.ndings indicated 89% accuracy of prediction, but again 

a numQer of damaging criticisms we~e made: 
c ... 

a. in the prediction study, the original defin:ition of delinquency was 

expanded to include school behavio'!' problems, "anti"'social behavior ," "delinquent 

traits" and mental illness. Elimination of these reduces accuracy to 59%; 

b. the accuracy of the predictions was lowest for boys expected to become 

delinquent and highest for thqse expected to avoid delinquency. A straight nOn-

delinquency prediction across the board would have produced 96% accuracy, since 

most of tl;le boys ha.d not as yet gotten into offi.cial tI'oublE!;: 

• ;', j'. 

c. only three of t.he hse original items i.n che social background scale 
", 

were employed. Items deahn.g wit;:b fathers were inappropriate because so many 

boys were living With mothers only. Thus the predict.i.on study can not validate 

the original findings; 

d. ratings weI e. made a t age si x, but we:re not I'epea ted 1a ter or va lida ted. 

Family sit:uations do c.hange, especially in high de,linquency ar'eas; 

e. after five years the scale produced 54 predi ction errors, whereas prediction 

from public assistance status would have produced only 47 e.rrors. 

For all of these reasons and others* the scientific stat:us of the Gluecks' 

research is quite low - the'logic and methods used are clearly unsatisfactory. 

There is in addition an underlying current to many of the critic.isms which suggests 

that in their zeal to achieve a breakthrough, the Gluecks were less than forth-

right in making their clai.ms. 

And yet the work is highly popular among practiti.oners, for twp ba.sic 

reasons. First, the prediction claims are very high~ and delinquency prevention 

is notoriously devoid of good predictive devices. Second, the predictions are 

based on family variables and family va. '''~ables are t.b.e most popular among many 

groups in the criminal justice system, from enforcement to casework personnel. 

The five items of the Social Background Scale tell t.he s t:O:l:'y : 

1- paternal discipline 

2. paternal affection 

3. maternal diSCipline 

4. maternal affection 

5. family cohesiveness. 

But popularity does not equal utility, and the Gluecks' have not as yet provided 

* Good reviews are provided by ~r;i,ggs and Wirt ( 13 ) and by Herzog: (66 ) who also 
notes the inadequacies of other pr~ldictive studies. 
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I. b Th be' ht the." rna.y have found t.he answer -the major br'ea!<.t"tnoug.o ,P.)' may 17:l.g .... ,.. , 

but it has not bE-en de.rn,:mst,t'a r.:erJ. 

D £ ' 't' . Operatl.onal probl€>.lns attach to each of the five seale items, e. ,11'11. l.on s.! 

especially fami.ly cohesl.veness. To achie:ve lastl.ng utility, a change from home

visit ratings to paper ·and"penci.1 teS1:S will be necessary. As indicated above, 

a final stance, on what shall be included in the definition of delinquency is 

required. One. canno!:.. change the de~Einition to fL. the. data (68). 

General VB. Specific Focus: The focus of delinquency is quite general, 

but, as noted above, not ver'y specific. Adult crime is not involved here. 

Verifiability and Verification: In the New York e;tudy, the Gluecks have 

failed to verify their findings but they have demonstrated that, with some 

operational and methcrlological modifications, verification is feasible. 

Deviance: Not well dealt with~ as in.dicated by the inclusion in delinquency 

of mental illness, anto·-social behavior, etc. 

Major Facts: This c.ategory is inapplicable. The G1uecks' research was 

not designed to explain the: major facts of crime and delinquency. 

Crime and Delinquency Connections.: not handled. 

Emergence VB. Maintainance: Emergence is primarily a function of the family 

situation, main~ainance beiDg provided by peer associations. 

Process: The procedures by Which the family variables lead to delinquency 
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(or by which the ot.her variables studied may do so) is not spelled out. The relation-

ships are strictly correlational. 

Selection: Selectiop among neighborhood youngsters is primarily related 

to family differences, and the re.lat:ionship'between maternal presence and adequacy 

of supervision (60). Select:ion within the family is not dealt with. 

Criminal Justice Sy.stem: Not handled. 
,'j 
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Practical Guidelines: Given the questionable status of the Gluecks' 

findings, it is unwise to suggest the practical measures which are implicit in 

their approach. The advantages of early detection of delinquent potential are 

clear, in any case.* The theoretical importance of family affection, discipline, 

and supervision represents nothing new, although it seems remarkably absent in 

many criminological theories. Perhaps new data from the Gluecks' investigations 

will document some ~pecific gUidelines for future action. 

* The advantages, however, still lie mostly in the range of the possible. See 
Short and Strodtbeck (142, p. 142, ff.) for a summary of studies employing the 
M.M.P.I. 
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Part Ill: CONCLUSIONS 

The Theories: At the outset, it was my expectation that one or two major 

theories wotild emerge from this review as showing definite promise to guide the 

decision-making of the contractee for whom the review was undertaken. This 

expectation has not been fulfilled. 1 find, instead, that the theoretical status 

of modern criminology is quite shaky, fixated currently at the pubertal stage of 

its development (123). 

Differential Association presents several problems. The structure of the 

--~-------

theory is incomplete. Def'initions of major concepts are difficult to operationalize, 

thus leaving doubt as to verification. It does not speak to many of the major 

facts requiring explanation. The question of the crime and delinquency connections, 
I 

emergence vs. maintainance, process, and selection find too few answers. On the 

positive side, the theory',s emphasis on learning principles, its attempt to be 

comprehenSive, and its amenability to the derivation of specific practical guide-

lines suggest that it is not to be discarded lightly. 

Cohen's delinquent subculture approach has the advantages of logical and 

definitional clarity and has served as the catalyst for data collection and theory 

construction of considerable value. However, the paucity of explicit practical 

guidelines and the generally negative findings resulting from attempts at verification 

seem to relegate it to a low priority status. 

Opportunity Theory has the advantages of structural and definitional neatness 

and a reasonable state of verification (with the major exception of the existence 

of relatively discrete theft, conflict, and retreatist gangs) for so new a theory. 

As with the approaches of Cohen~ Miller, and the adolescent-striving theorists, 

it is limited to a particular segment of the criminal population. While its current 

status on other criteria is questionable, further investigation and modifications 

would seem to be rather promising. 
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Miller's '[olVer class cul Lure che.:;,ry .su.E£e:r.~ frum s()n1e logic.al problems and 

has failed Som.e impor.t.ant ve!:ificati.on t:est.~. .r.,.<:, narrow fccus seriously limits 

its applicabl1ity~ but it does have the advantage of being cross-disciplinary 

in some of its major concepts" The emph"',sl'S l' 1 1 'I = on cu tura norma cy Jas provided 

a good ant~dote to theories which overstress the deviancy of delinquent behavior. 

Psychoanalytic theory suffers from serious logical and definitional failings, 

parochialism, and dependence upon sCientifically unacceptable v~rification procedures. 

On the other hand, its concern with process and the melding of theory and action 

gUidelines continue to make it an appealing approach for many practitioners. 

The adolescent striving approach. the pt'oba'ball"~tl"C "t" 
o -- ccgn~ lve process concepts, 

and the Glueck~ prediction studies are of primary value. not" d f h 1 . 1n an 0 t emse ves, 

nor as well structured theori.es, but as indicators of new or promising directions 

for further empirical and theoretical investigation. Ware someone to ask where 

theoretical research should concentrate in the next five years, we would point 

to these areas as possessing much potential for filling in the gaps in current 

criminology theory. 

If, however $ the quest.ion posed was I~Which of r,be formal theuries shows the 

greatest promise," I would~ with some hesitatiun, rec:::>mmend Clo\\7ard and Ohlin.ls 

Opportunity Structure approach a The reasons would he several. 

First of all, the theory does tj e social seructul'al variables to behavior, 

thus representing ae least the opportunity fur interdisciplinary conceptualization. 

Second, its dependence upon perception as the major intervening vari.able leaves 

room for the insertions of factors stressed by the probabalistic-cognitive 

process theorists~ psychoanalytic concepts, and learning processes. 

Third, Some important facet.E! of the theory have recei.ved verification. But 

fourth, and most important of all, ~s that the focup £. h -
~ 0 0: t e theory on lower-class 

, 
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, t ~E .)£ p'J!:P. ccnUict, verify the exl.S en~.. .. . g
ang c;1elinquency and the failure to b 1 S'" limitl.ng 

to this write!' - tv E E.,~. a nd retreatist gangs seem -
criminal, • is not a 

' f the gang cu 1 t.urew The pUrl. ty 0 than at first ."eems the case. 

dp oint of the theory necessary en t.e: are modifi.ed if the theoretical stat-erne,n ~ 

'ty of the structural to recognize the heterogenel. , neighborhood variables 

'ng the subcultures. hypothesized as causl. 

f there is As to the lower class ocus, nothl.' ng in the. structuf.§.. of the 

'tates a narrow class theory which necessl. d ·L'ttle in its substance focus, an . l. 

be modified for potential that could not application to ml. , 'ddle class delinquency. 

a function 's at least in part, more ' 11 the emphasis on delinquency l. , 

FLna y, .. logy It seems 
than the facts of CrLml.nO _ • f Cloward and Ohlin of the l.

'nterests 0 , t property 
reasonable to suspec t that much adult crime, , lly crimes agal.ns especl.a . 

and the d b explained by a "Vl.'ctl.'mless" crimes, coul e modified Opportunity Theo!,Y. 

'II have to offer Of course~ someone Wl. I am suggesting these modifications, bue 

not insurmountable, and that the task is 1 b undertaken could more profitab y e 

within this theory covered in this report. than any of the others 

Neverthele!?s, as they now stand, not the criteria one of the approaches meets 

adequately. of the Given the comprehensiveness crl.terl.a an , , d the rela ti.ve recency 

of many of the theoretical formulations, this is not a disastrous state of a£fairs~ 

l.'S a bit discouraging. although it Were I to attempt the 

d - it would and I am not so foolhar y amalgamated theory -

its predecessors: following drawn from 

construction of an 

cer tai.nly stress the 

a. 

b. 

on learning processes; 

an emphasis as basic postulates; 
d d iance processes socl.'al structure an ev elements of 

c. 

d. 

family and peer relatl.ons as ., mediums of learning; 

, tervening variables; cognitive processes as l.n 
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e. probabalistic envi,ronmental factors, including the funct.ioning of the 

criminal justice system, as catalytic factors; 

f. distinctions between juvenile and adult Situations, as well as between 

occaSional and habitual patterns of offense behaVior. 

But this is an exercise each of us can undertake, none probably to the 

satisfaCtion of others. We could, by the same token, compile the practical 

gUidelines to See if there are consistent patterns within them. This might yield 
such sUggestions as these: 

a. avoid stigmatization via official processing; 

b. avoid "contamination" through criminal associations; 

c. stress deterrence not by punishment but by visibility of the consequences 
of an act prior to the act; 

d. work toward local neighborhood organization; 

e. work toward the manipulation of the offender's environment to provide 

rewards and pro-social opportunities and decrease the sources of frustration. 

The difficulty with sUggestions like these is that they are somewhat disparate, 

lacking the kind of integration Which leads readily to action programs which follow 

logically from theory and present comprehensive models for aChieVing reductions 
in crime and delinquency. 

Some "Popular" Variables: This report has concentrated on theories of causation, 

rather than on causes per g. Still, the reader may well wonder if this has not 

been too academic an exercise - aren't crime and delinquency really caUsed by 

a few major factors such as inadequate homes, or poverty, or Psychological 

disturbance? The answer, discouragingly enough, Seems to be "no." In order to 

make the point somewhat more concrete, let us take a few examples. 

1. Constitutional Factors: Numerous investigators over several centuries 

have noted statistical relationships between crime and certain inherited or at 
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least biologically identifiable characteristics of off end er.s • Th~~se characteristics 

have included skull formation, body type, chromosomal abnormalities, mental 

deficiency, glandular or neurological aberrations, and so on. Because of time 

limits, and because there does not exist a compr'ehensive "Constitutional Theory" 

of crime causation, I have arbitrarily excluded consideration of these matters 

in this report. But se veral personal judgments may not be out of order. 

First, I would hope that we have come too far in our recognition of the 

complexities of crime causation to expect easy answers from any single collection 

of factors. Second, the invocation of constitutional explanations raises the 

spectre of the Fallacy of Original Causes, discussed earlier, and leaves open 

the question of the processes by which constitutional variables result in criminal 

behavior. Finally, the references to constitutional factors which I have come 

across in the literature search (and omitted from the review) suggest quite 

strongly that each major finding of significant relationships is followed by a 

set of negative findings or serious methodological criticisms. It is my general 

impression that we can better spend our research funds in directions other than 

the biological. 

2. The Family: The family as a source of factors eventuating in crime and 

delinquency is a prominent feature of Miller's lower class culture theory, the 

Gluecks' approach, and of psychoanalytic theory. In addition, it is recognized 

as one of the mediating variable complexes by Sutherland, the adolescent-striving 

theorists, and the cognitive process writers. At the same time, fam~ly consider

ations are notably absent in the theories of Cohen and especially Cloward and 

Ohlin. One could conclude therefore that the family is a fairly prominent facet 

of causation theories, but not so prominent as it is among the implicit causal 

hypotheses of the lay public. 
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Obviously, it is not the family ~!: ~§ wh.i,cb. is impor.tant., but various 

factors or dimensions of the family, 'b 'k 'h e. g. ro en _ OI!H::S, working mothers, 

criminal experiences and values, supervision, affection, modes of discipline, 

etc. Various studies of these aspects of the family situation have produced 

equivocal results, leading to the general conclusion that family variables, 

although important, probably attain that importance through combination with 

many other factors, As single "causes," they do not stand up well (114, 148, 172). 

For the practitioner, there is the addit;onal problem that f ~ amily variablG~ are 

among the less manipulatable of those to which he might turn. His levers 

of influence are minimal, the most potent being removal of the individual from 

the family environment. This drastic action runs counter to many of our social 

values and,in addition, raises the problem of suitable alternative placement 

for juveniles. For adults, it is too late. 
, 

3. Personality traits: Another prominent assumption is that crime and 

delinquency can be attributed primarily to personality variables and traits. 

After all, offenders are people, offenses are the acts of people, and therefore 

the answer must lie in the psychological characteristics of the people involved. 

o . h ' nce aga~n, owever, careful reviews of research into personality variables 

related to crime fail to yield consistent 1 resu ts except that personaliLy and 

character traits are somewhat ;nvol\1ed ;n th . ~ ~ e etLology of criminal behavior (94, 

114, 142). Slowly but surely, research into personality char.acteristics is beginning 

to take a more promising direction, the development of trait factors or offender 

typologies which can be related to etiological factors) which can serve as 

mediators of these factors, and which can then bIt d e re a e to grossly conceptualized 

situations conducive to var;ous categor;es f ff b h . • • 0 0 ense e av~or. Placed in this 

context, personality traits may take their p ~ 1 . h rope~ p ace ~n t e etiology of crime. 
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Taken out of this context and given primary SLaru.:: ~ t.he.y ""l.ll continue to beguile 

us but lead us nowhet'e in our att~..mpts r..o undt'.t:'&tand and c.:onr.!'ol criminal behavior. 

4. The Schools: Outside of the famUy ~ t.he 5chooJ system has often been 

cited as the primary sociahzation mechanism in. oU.r soc.iety. It is natural, then, 

that the schools have been the focus of muc.h attention in the delinquency area. 

Unfortunately, it is not clear whether the school is best vie.wed as a contributor 

to delinquency or as an insulator against it le.g.: 40). Such factors as school 

administration) truancy, failure, drop(.Jut races ~ cu:r'ri culu.m, and special services 

have been subjected to review (114), and t.he be.st con.::lus.i.ons would seem to be 

that (a) not enough is yet known and (b) the school ~yHem can best be viewed 

as another medium through which specific etiologLcal factors may operate. There 

is little to indicate that the school, by itself, is a primary direct cause of 

delinquency.or of conformity. 

5. Poverty: Last in our list of single vari.able explanations of crime is 

poverty, with the associated variables of employment, race and ethnic status, 

slum living, etc. With respect to poverty, it is well to remember that many 

delinquents and .adult criminals a're neither: poor at the t.:i.me of their offenses, 

nor the products of poverty-stricken childhoods. ThEo pOVE':'.l:'ty variables have to 

do less with the overall incidence of illegal behavi.or than wir.h disproportionate 

rates of illegality among the poor and t.he non-poor. 

Also, it is clear with poverty~ as with aU other variables, t.hat it does 

not act in a consi.stent fashion. The majori.ty of the poo!' do not become criminals 

in the usual sense of that word. The greatest rLse in cr:ime rates is currently 

to be found in suburbia, not in the slums. 

Finally, poverty again is not a single variable, but a result of many 

factors as well as a contributor to many. The complexi.ty of the poverty/crime 
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rela 4ionship would requi·r.e a sepa'rate t:n!ar.mem. of gre.ater length than the present 

report, the conclusions of which would probably bE: chat Ca) elimination of 

poverty would reduce crime and delinquency by a small percentage, (b) that the 

elimination of poverty without simultaneous concentration on employment, family 

stability, educational achievement, prejudice, etc. would be self-defeating, and 

(c) crime is not inherent in poverty, merely facilitated by it. There are enough 

indepenchmt reasons for attacking poverty than the unrealisti.c hope that reducing 

poverty levels will show a one-to-one relationship to Ct1me and delinquency reduction. 

The Place of Research: One final point in conclusion needs to be made. It 

is not original, but it is important - all the more so for its having been 

ignored just as often as for its having been made, to the severe detriment of 

society. The point has been made by the President's Commission: " ... what it (the 

Commission) has found to be the greatest need is the need to know. . ." 

"Approximately 15 per cent of the Defense Department's annual budget 
is allocated to research. While different fields call for different levels 
of research, it is worth noting that research commands only a small fraction 
of one per cent of the total expenditure for crime control. There is 
probably no subject of comparable concern to which the nation is devoting so 
many resources and so much effort with so little knowledge of what it is doing." 
(158, p. 273). 

The Commission has recommended that a National Foundation for Criminal Research 

be established. For the very same reasons, every state should consider the role 

of criminal research in its program. To start with, we would recommend three 

major areas for consider'ation: 

a. Information systems - inter-agency compuLerized systems can be developed, 

in fact are being developed, to maximize efficiency in knowing when and where to 

act, in what manner, and - in the future - even why. 

b. Program evaluations - one suspects there is much dead wood in both the 

private and public programs in enforcement and corrections - dead wood not in 

, . , 
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peop.le:, but 10 pt:med'IL-.r:E:,S. A.lnv.1;,.:t e.ve.,ry i,nd€:pe.(')dj!.~nr. 8va.luar..l.cn f)f agency programs 

m"lke;:; I,his discoi:~:tY. .Bur. t,he, P:t'og!:'ams conti!l.ue~ and cn.E. t'esearch i.s shelved 

becausE-. to do lobe. vpposi.t.e .~ she! ve the programs and emp loy the. research toward 

'd t t- many ).'nst;itutionaliozed applecarts. If research new progt'amming - 'WOLl.. upse ~,oo 

evaluati.ons ct..'uld b8 given some. t.eeth, t:hrough funding ox' court ord.er·s or legislation, 

t.hen we might indee,d SE::e the :Iort of progress that wou.Ld excite pract.itioner and 

theon. s t. a l.i. ke • 

C. Program mode.ls .. a .~igni:ficant feature of many programs ~ including t.he 

L 't~' .[·ailure to test a significant model of change. experimen t.a. ones: :1 S He).:,r 

h 1 and theor~es are beset by the winds of individual intuition, Philosop ies, va ues, k 

expediency, and ignorance, with the result that changes in client populations 

1 . d t- program -inputs and the rationales behind them -cannot be systematically 1:'e. ace. ~O .... 

we do Uf;W t.hing;:;, but. learn nothing new. 

d h models as d·o ex';st, with a very few exceptions, are Secon ly, sue program .... 

based upon value, hunch, and "insight" rather than upon the hard data of previous 

h h 1 · d db' Th.;s means, once aga';n, that we fail to take researc ,bot app J.e ar. aSl-c. k .... 

h 1 1 do kno'w, and compound th€', error by failing to build advantage of t B; . itL e we 

programs which will actually add to what we know (41). Until the cnminal justice 

1 th 1 f shared knOWledge. the question cf theory will be supex-system f',arns eva .. ue a , 

fluous to its enterpr~se. 

Summary: In this report., seven major approaches t.o the l~au.sation of crime 

and delinquency h.ave been p,vaJuated on the basl.s of twelve <;,.riceria most commonly 

employe y c,rim~no OglS s. d b '1' t None of the seven have met th~ test adequately, though 

h . than others In particular, Opportuni t.y Theory has been some s ow mo,t'e proml.se L • • • 

selected a,s the most promi.sing because of its potential for wider application and 

for inc.;orporation of essential elements from other theoretic:al approaches. 
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The point has also been made t~~t inadequate opportunity has been available 

for theory testing and fot the det~~~tion of theory·basrd practices and programs 

in the prevention and control of crime and delinquent). U~PGnd8nCe upon narrow 

conceptions of crime causation and continuance of unevaluated control programs 

have been listed as unfortunate features of current practices in public action 

and. policy. 

If theory is to become more adequate, then more opportunity ror theory 

testing and modification is required. 

If practical programs are to be more useful, the:) r:l('1 t'; (';';pcrluni ty for 

basing them on theoretical models must be provided; aul ITopc;r empirical evaluations 

of their effectiveness must. bccome an integral part of LIIt-;Il, 

Kurt Lewin has said. "Then: is nothing so practicEd d.-: a good theory." In 

order for this to be true: ~ve must establish a ne\.; CLOIr!l2 ~.n Ivbich theoretiCian 

and practitioner contribute directly to each other. Such 13 climate can be established 

through action-research programs, but: first it mllSl Lt t;j ~ ~''1l.bhed that research 

is important. Present governmental riscal attitude5 do )1. t rEflect such a stance 

in the field of crime and dcli~Guency. 
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